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I • 
Las Memorias 
1929 
Published by the 
Senior Class 
Orlando High Sc o 
Volume IV 
In some spidery garret let this 
book 1·e among webs and those 
dear toys of infa cy for many and 
many a year. But take it out when 
you no longer dream of conquest, 
and live again those appy days 
when you were young. 
Because he is honorable, he has taught us to be honorable; because he 
trusted us, h e has taught us to trust one another; because he believed 
in us, he has taught us to believe in ourselves. 
School 
Classes 
Athletics Activities 
Features 
CONTENTS 
School 
Orlando's first school was a one-room building used as a church on 
Sunday and for classes on week days , located between the present Baptist 
Church and the Tremont Hotel. Some of the trees that shaded it are still 
standi'ng . 
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Eu ICE DELA EY 
Assistant Supervisor 
J.B. WALKER 
Principal 
GORDON H . MAY 
Assistant Principal 
EOLINE EVERETT 
Journalism and English 
LOUISE R OGERS 
Latin 
ALBERT L. B ECHTOLD 
Manual Arts 
Fae l y 
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GRACE BARGERON 
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ALICE WOOD 
Music 
Those whose picture does not appear: P . J. 
WARN ER, History ; CECIL S. RAMSAY, Home 
Economics ; G. M . PATCH, Orchestra ; ELSIE 
PADGETT, History ; AGNES MCCON ELL, 
Physical Education ; MABLE HODGES, Mathe-
matics. 
I_ 
Faculty 
LOIS BURKE 
Typewriting and Shorthand 
ELMA SMITH 
Bookkeeping 
L. E. DAVIDSON 
Head Coach 
ESTELLE CARTER 
History 
RUTH THOMPSON 
Home Economics 
Those whose picture does not appear: L. E . 
B E NETT , Science ; W . R . BOONE, Dean of 
B oys; ALBE RTA R. CAVIN, Latin ; EDNA M . 
DEAN, Librarian ; MARTHA DEWALD, English ; 
MARGARET A. GREEN, English. 
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Science 
There are those who still remember the old-fashioned spelling match, 
which was the chief means of education where the old circuit rider school 
master was the chief source of learning . 

en ors 
Orlando's Background 
In this book which is supposed to give somewhat of a history of your 
school life it seems quite in line to have a short history of the City whose citi-
zens have made possible , for our use while students , one of the best educational 
systems in the country. For this , a Short History of Orlando, we are deeply 
indebted to Mrs. S. S. Griffin. 
* * * * * 
History of Orlando 
Forget , for a moment if you please, the Orlando of today, and go back 
about seventy years to the little pioneer settlement which did not even boast 
a name. Perhaps a half dozen families with their slave.s comprised the inhabi-
tants. Mr. Lovell with a farm lying just south of Lake Eola. Mr. Speer with 
his little family and many slaves on a large plantation on the shores of what is 
now Lake Highland. Mr. Hull 's home and farm was situated on Lakes Davis 
and Lancaster . Mr. Mizell moved down from the northern part of the state 
and bought hundreds of acres around Lake Virginia. 
How up-to-date the settlers must have felt when Mr. John R . Worthington 
put up a general store, even though there was not a cookstove nor piano in the 
county. 
The merchandise was hauled by ox teams from Melonville , which was 
on the St. Johns river, just above the present site of Sanford. In 1856 the 
county site of Orange county was located here, previous to which the county 
business was transacted at Fort Reed , a settlement near the St. Johns river. 
Mr. Speer , who afterwards became Judge Speer, was perhaps responsible 
for its location here. This question was of course decided by vote with Fort 
Reed. The Lodge which is now Apopka and Orlando in the race , with the 
odds seemingly in favor of Fort Reed , when Judge Speer suddenly bethought 
himself of the fact that a United States soldier was privileged to vote wherever 
he might be on election day , so he went to Sumter county where a company of 
soldiers were stationed and persuaded a number of them to be here on that day , 
assuring them of a good picnic dinner . Before the noon hour the soldiers were 
on hand , and after enjoying the lovely dinner remembered that they might 
vote here, which they did , thereby swelling the vote sufficiently for a victory . 
As to how Orlando was named, three people were asked this question. 
Mr. Fries told the beautiful story of how the guard of a little band of travellers 
camping here for the night was killed by the Indians , in giving the alarm that 
they were being attacked, saving the lives of the others at the cost of his own, 
and that this guard , Orlando, was buried on the banks of one of our beautiful 
lakes, and that travellers going through to the southern part of the state after 
that , would say: " Let us camp by Orlando's grave. " Hence the name. 
Hon . S. A . Robinson was asked and he, getting his version from Mr. Arthur 
Speer , son of Judge Speer, and from Captain B. M. Sims, early settlers and 
Confederate veteran of Ocoee, told me this story: That a man named Orlando 
became very ill here and was taken into Judge Speers home and cared for and 
that he afterwards was in the judge's employ , that a deep friendship sprang up 
between the two and so Judge Speer named the place Orlando in his honor. 
Hon. B. M . Robinson was asked and he most emphatically declared that 
Judge Speer was a great lover of Shakespeare and that he named the place 
Orlando, for the well known character in " As You Like It." 
With the naming of the village and the selection of Orlando, the advent 
(Continued on Page 92 ) 
Class of 1929 
GEORGE HENRY KAREL President 
FELIX MORTIMER ELLETT, JR. Vice-President 
RANDOLPH ALWYNS CARUTHERS Secretary 
BURNETT ROTH . Treasurer 
LOIS BURKE . . Adviser 
- - -------------------------------------
SPENCER M. ADAMS 
" A good man is always a learner." 
Omicron Eta Sigma, '29 ; Treasurer 
Junior Aeronautical Club, ' 29; Hi-Y, 
'29; Fourth Estate , '29; Las Memorias 
Staff, ' 29. 
ROSELLA THERESA AIGUIER 
" Prudently she guides her ships of life 
Away from anger, hatred, and strife." 
Nunc et Tune, '28, '29; Boosters' 
Club, '27; Girl Reserves , '27, '28. 
LUCIAN STANTO ALGEE ' 
" Then give to the world the best that 
you have 
And the best will come back to you." 
Las Memorias Staff, '29; Aeronauti-
cal Club, '28, '29; Glee Club, '29. 
WI IFRED MAE ALLISO 
"A laugh is worth a thouwnd groans in 
any market." 
President of Home Rcom, '29. 
CHARLES 0. ANDREWS , JR. 
" Many a statesman is now in school 
And Presidents play in the streets.,, 
Editor-in -Chief of Las Memorias , 
' 29 ; President of Hi-Y Club, ' 28 , ' 29 ; 
Vice-President of Junior Class , ' 28 ; 
Vice-Consul unc et Tune, ' 28 ; 
Treasurer of Seminole Players , ' 29 ; De-
bate Team, ' 29 ; " Who's Who"-Most 
Dependable , Most Serious . 
EVELYN ANDREWS 
" They are never alone that are accom-
panied with noble thoughts.11 
From Winthrop H igh School, Win-
throp, Maine; Class Debate, ' 29 ; Girl 
Reserve Ca bin et, ' 2 9. 
PAULI E A DERSO 
" Blessed is simplicity ." 
MARY LOUISE A DERSO 
"A good conscience makes a soft 
pillow.u 
unc et Tune, '28 . 
MARGARET KATHERY ARE DT 
" A jolly , happy, generous sort ; 
There was never a better sport." 
Tennis Team, '27, ' 28 , ' 29 . 
NANCY VIRGINIA ANGE 
" A good reputation is a fair estate." 
Nunc et Tune, ' 29 ; Orchestra, '27 ; 
Boosters' Club, ' 27; Spanish Club, ' 27. 
MATTIS BALLENTINE 
" The sweetest hours that e'er I spend 
Are spent among the lassies." 
Junior Aeronautical Club, '28 , ' 29; 
Football, ' 28 , '29 . 
HOWARD BANDY 
" Faint heart never won fair lady." 
E LSlE BARBER 
" A prett y woman is a w elcome guest. " 
THELMA M . BARKSDALE 
"True happiness, if understood, 
Consists alone in doing good. ,, 
Girl Reserves , '28 , ' 29 ; Poetry So-
ciety, '29 . 
DORIS BATEY 
uYouth on the prow and pleasure 
the helm." 
From Murfreesboro, Tennessee , ' 29 . 
LILLIA B ILYE 
" Gentle, sweet, and lovable, 
The sort who makes a real pal." 
Girl Reserves , ' 27, '28, ' 29 . 
MARTI EDWARD B UERK, JR. 
" He who follows in the wake of the 
great 
Sometimes passes unnoticed." 
DAISY VERLETTO BRADLEY 
" Dimple cheeked and rosy lipped." 
Girl Reserves, '27, ' 28 , ' 29 ; Spanish 
Club, ' 27 ; Allegretto Club, ' 28; Girls ' 
Glee Club, ' 27, '28. 
ALBERT S. BIORDI 
"Young fellows will be young fellows." 
Secretary of Junior Aeronautical 
Club, ' 29; Boosters' Club, '27. 
MARGUERITE MARIE BIORDI 
" Give me a typewriter and some paper 
And I own the world." 
Tiger Tales Typist, ' 28, '29; Com-
mercial Club, ' 28 , '29. 
EV ALY DA A B UCKMASTER 
" She, steadfast , clung to her ideal. " 
STA LEY F . BUMBY 
"Fortune favors the brave." 
Treasurer of Rad io Club; Track, 
'28 ; Football, ' 29 . 
VIVIAN BUR S 
" Intelligent and dependable, with 
sweet, unassuming ways." 
Girl Reserves, '28, '29. 
SADIE BROW 
HWe are such stuff as dreams are made 
of.H 
Omicron Eta Sigma, ' 28, ' 29; Inter-
national Club, ' 29. 
LEO P. CALHOU 
" Advising is often better than fighting. " 
Winner of Oratorical Contest , ' 29 ; 
Manager of Football Team, '27 ; Base-
ball Team, ' 28 , '29 ; Varsity Club , ' 28 , 
' 29 ; Debate Club , ' 27 : Boosters ' Club , 
' 27 ; Athletic Association, ' 27 ; Winner 
Ruth Bryan Owen Scholarship, ' 29 . 
WILLIAM JOHN RADCL YFFE-CADMAN 
" Beware the fury of a patient man." 
CLUNETTE LUCILLE CHURCHWELL 
" She has the two noblest things which 
are sweetness and light." 
Girl Reserves, '27, '28 , '29; Cabinet , 
' 28 , '29; Orange and White, ' 28; Sec-
retary-Treasurer Quill and Scroll, ' 29 ; 
Omicron Eta Sigma, ' 28, ' 29 ; Interna-
tional Club, '29; "Who's Who"-
Most Courteous, Most Dependable. 
RANDOLPH ALWY S CARUTHERS 
" Say it with flowers ." 
President Seminole Players, ' 29 ; Sec-
retary Junior Class, '28 ; Secretary 
Senior Class, ' 29 ; Cheer Leader, ' 28 , 
' 29; Athletic Association, '27 ; Boost-
ers' Club, '27 ; " Who's Who"-Wit-
tiest. 
A LFRED H. CLARKSON 
" The doors of wisdom are never shut.n 
From Citra High School, ' 29 . 
B E RNICE C. COLLINS 
" The fairest garden in her looks, 
And in her mind the wisest books. " 
Girl Reserves, '29 ; Allegretto Club, 
' 27, ' 29 ; Boosters' Club, ' 27 ; Glee 
Club, ' 29 . 
VIRGI IA B ELLE COOLMA 
" Anything for · a quiet life. " 
Girl Reserves, '29; Band, ' 27, ' 28 , 
' 29. 
DORIS FRA CES COOK 
" It is not necessary to light a candle to 
the Sun." 
"Who's Who"-Most Studious. 
VIRGI IA LEE CRAWFORD 
" Let us rejoice, then, while we are 
young." 
PAUL LEROY Cox 
" He's a poet, brother man, 'he's a poet." 
MARGARET MARY CULLEN 
"God's rarest blessing is, after all, a 
good woman." 
ROBERT EDWARD DA 
" He is the King of good fellows." 
Omicron Eta Sigma, ' 29 ; Athletic 
Association, ' 27; Art Club, ' 27 ; Stu-
dent Librarian, '28, ' 29 ; Commercial 
Club, '29; "Who's Who"-Most Stu-
dious. 
CLAUDE C. DALEY, JR. 
" The world's great men have not com-
mon! y been great scholars." 
H i- Y , '27, ' 28 , Treasurer of Hi-Y 
Club , '29; Athletic Association, ' 27 ; 
Tennis Club, ' 27. 
HA NAH HALE DEAN 
" \Voman is various and most mutable.,, 
Athletic Association, ' 27 ; Boosters' 
Club , ' 27; unc et Tune, '28. 
WILLIAM B. DELAPORTE, JR. 
"Whatever there be of sorrow 
I'll put off till tomorrow. " 
Football, '28 , '29 ; Basket-ball, '27, 
'28; Swimming, '27, '29 ; Athletic As-
sociation, '27; Rod and Gun Club , '27; 
"Who's Who"-Best All Around. 
IRMA FRA CES DILLARD 
" How sweet and fair she seems to be." 
Commercial Club, '29; Allegretto 
Club, '29; Girl Reserves , ' 29; Boosters' 
Club, ' 27; Spanish Club , '27. 
ED A ELIZABETH DODDS 
'' Though modest , she has a 
destination. " 
une et Tune, ' 28, ' 29. 
MAE M. Dow EY 
" She is a sweet girl-graduate with 
golden hair.'~ 
Girl Reserves, '27, '28; Tennis, '27. 
BILL DUCKWORTH 
" A second Major Segrave in the 
making." 
Junior Aeronautical Club, '29; 
Nunc et Tune, '29; Track, '29; Ten-
nis, '27. 
CATHER! E VIRGI IA DRAKE 
" Variety is the very spice of life that 
gives it all its flavors ." 
Treasurer Junior Class, '28; Consul 
unc et Tune, '29; Omicron Eta Sig-
ma, '28 , '29; Boosters' Club, '27. 
GLADYS G. EADY 
"She of the bright and sparkling eye, 
As full of moods as an April sky." 
Allegretto Club , ' 29 ; Seminole Play-
ers , ' 29. 
MARIE VIRGINIA EAGERTON 
"Helpful in every need , 
Quiet in work and deed. " 
unc et Tune, , 2 8; Girl Reserves, 
' 27; Glee Club, '27 ; Progressive Arts 
Club, ' 29. 
BOB K IGHT ELDER 
" In the uery May-mom of his youth, 
Ripe for exploits and mighty enter-
prises." 
From Tech High, '28; Orange and 
White, ' 28; Junior Aeronautical Club, 
' 28. 
ELIZABETH WARRE EASTMA 
" Always laughing, never sad; 
Sometimes naughty, but neuer bad." 
Orange and White, ' 27, 1 28; Las 
Memorias Staff, ' 28 , '29; Tiger Tales, 
'28, '29; Quill and Scroll. '28, '29; 
Poetry Society , ' 28, ' 29; " Who's Who" 
-Most Business Ability . 
FELIX MORTIMER ELLETT, JR. 
" The elevator to success is not running ; 
take the stairs." 
Vice-President Senior Class, ' 29 ; 
Vice-President Student Council , ' 29 ; 
Football Manager , ' 29 ; Orange and 
White, ' 28 ; Las Memor:ias Staff, ' 29 ; 
Swimming Team, ' 27, ' 28 , ' 29 ; Man-
ager of Swimming Team, ' 28 , '29: Var-
sity Club , ' 28, ' 29 ; Seminole Players, 
' 29 ; Screech Owls, ' 27; "Who's Who" 
-Best Personality. 
ELINOR JUDITH ESTES 
" When you do dance , I wish that you 
euer might do nothing but that." 
Athletic Association, '27; Boosters' 
Club , ' 27 : Swimming Club, '29. 
GEORGE VICK EZZARD 
" Tr:ue eloquence consists in saying all 
that is necessary, 
And nothing but what is necessar:y." 
Athletic Association, '27; Debate 
Club, '27; Tennis Club, '27; Junior 
Play, '28; Business Manager Tiger 
Tales, '29; Las Memor:ias Staff, '29; 
Seminole Players, ' 29; Commercial 
Club, ' 29; Debate Team, '29. 
MARY ADELAIDE FARISS 
" Friendship above all ties does bind the 
hear:t, 
And faith in friendship is the noblest 
part." 
G ERALD FEIDT 
"Silence is the perfectest herald of joy." 
Orchestra , ' 29 ; Band, ' 28 , '29. 
GRACE ADELLE FRA KLIN 
" I keep quiet." 
H ELEN G ARD ER 
" There' s a woman like the dew-drop ; 
She's no purer than the purest." 
L UCJ LE GETTI ER 
"While men hav e eyes and ears and 
taste, 
She' ll never lack a lover." 
MARY AG ES G ELM 
" It is a quiet person w ho accomplishes 
much , and she is such." 
From St . Joseph 's Academy ; Glee 
Club , ' 27, ' 28 , ' 29; A llegretto Club ; 
'27, '2 8, ' 29. 
D ENNARD Grnso 
" It is part of a wise man sometimes to 
be silent." 
R USSEL H E RY GHEER 
" Patience is his password." 
Varsity Club, Football , ' 29 ; Track. 
SALLY K EE GIST 
" She has a voice of gladness and a 
smile.' ' 
From Pontiac, Michigan, ' 28 . 
FRED GOGGA S 
" Short of stature he was, but strongly 
built and athletic ; 
Broad in the shoulders , deep-chested, 
with muscles and sinews of iron." 
Football, ' 29 ; Basket-ball, '29 ; 
Baseball, '29. 
MARGUERITE HOPE GOEPEL 
"A quiet tongue shows a wise head." 
ROGER GOODWI 
"The magic of the tongue is the most 
dangerous of all spells." 
Boosters' '27; Screech Owls , '27; 
Football, '29; Athletic Association, '27 , 
'28. 
VIRGI IA LEE GRAHAM 
" 'Tis deeds must win the prize.,; 
SAMUEL STA LEY G RIFFIN 
" If she under ualue m e 
What care I how fa ir she be?" 
M AC GRIGSBY 
" Mix' d reason with pleasure, 
And wisdom with mirth." 
From Sullivan, Illinois, ' 28; Presi-
dent International Club, ' 29 ; Omicron 
E ta Sigma, '29 ; Las M emorias Staff, 
' 29 ; Vice-President Hi-Y , ' 29 . 
O TTO LEONARD H AGAR, JR. 
" Time will tell." 
Orchestra, ' 29 ; Band, '28 ; Archery 
Club, ' 27 . 
HAROLD HALE H ALL 
" I fly for pleasure." 
President Junior Aeronautical Club, 
' 28 , ' 29 ; President Commercial Club, 
' 29 ; Radio Club, ' 27 ; Boosters' Club, 
'27. 
I 
DOROTH Y E. HALLETT 
" True life lives in la~ghter: , love, and 
work . 
Secretary Nunc et Tune, ' 29 ; Girl 
Reserves, ' 27 , ' 28 , ' 29; Girls' Glee 
Club , ' 27 ; Spanish Club, ' 27. 
HENRI ETTA FRA CES HARRIS 
" Small, but how dear to us." 
Captain Girls' Basket -ball , '28 , ' 29 ; 
Vice-President Omicron Eta Sigma , 
' 28; Seminole P layers, ' 29 ; " Who's 
Who"-Best All Around , Best Ath-
lete. 
JOH S. HARRIS 
" The cynical view is most likely to be 
the true one.'' 
R UTH L OUISE H EA TO 
uAnd oh! but she was gay !" 
Las Memorias Staff , ' 29 ; Glee Club, 
' 29; Boosters' Club, ' 27 ; Athletic ·As-
sociation, ' 27; President T ravel Club, 
'27 . 
LORRAI E B ER ICE H IGGINS 
" A maid neuer bold; 
O f spirit so still and quiet." 
Girl Reserves , ' 29; Commercial Club, 
' 29 ; Home Economics, ' 27; Athletic 
Assocjation, ' 27. 
Z OLA E. H OTCHKISS 
"Wh y worry? Things will happen 
anyway." 
E L WYN C. H OWELL 
" One can not manage too many 
affairs." 
From Tarpon Springs, ' 28 ; Basket-
ball, ' 28 , ' 29 . 
MARY L EE H U RK ER 
" ' Tis well to be merry and wise." 
Basket-ball, ' 28 ; Glee Club , ' 27 ; 
Art Club, ' 27 ; Track Team, ' 27. 
MARJORIE ESTHER HUTCHI SO 
" Her accent is something finer than can 
be purchased in so remoued a dwelling ." 
Girl Reserves, '29 ; Library Assistan t , 
' 29 ; Office Duty, ' 29; unc et Tune, 
' 29 . 
ESTON I VE Y 
" He thinks too much; such men are 
dangerous.,, 
Baseball. ' 28, '29 ; Varsity Club , 
'29; Tiger Tales, '29. 
HOWARD DENSO J ACOBS 
" He longs to be a physician." 
Baseball, '29; Band, ' 29; Business 
Manager Fourth Estate , '29. 
H ELE JOH SO 
" In all things be simple, modest, and 
sweet." 
Girl Reserve Cabinet, '29. 
Bo IE JOH SO 
" Be loyal to your ideals." 
Vice-President Commercial Club, 
' 29 ; unc et Tune, ' 29 ; Girl Reserves, 
' 29 . 
B ENNICE R. JOHNSTO 
" We all see her charming." 
Girl Reserves, '27, '28; Seminole 
Players, ' 29 ; Glee Club, '29; Alle-
gretto Club, ' 29; Art Club, ' 27. 
ELIZABETH DESSA JOHNSTO 
" She jested with all ease, and told 
Free tales , and took the word and 
played upon it." 
From Cathedral School, '2 8; unc 
et Tune, '28; P resident Home Room, 
' 29 ; Tiger Tales, '29; Las Memorias 
Staff, 29; Junior Class Play, ' 28. 
HAROLD EUGE E Jo ES 
" Have a good time while you can." 
Captain Swimming Team, '28, ' 29; 
Hi-Y, '28, '29; unc et Tune, ' 28; 
Screech Owls, '27 . 
R UP ERT B E JAMI JONES 
" It is always good when a man has two 
irons in the fire." 
Business Manager L as Memorias, 
' 29 ; Orange and White , ' 27, ' 28 ; Cheer 
Leader, ' 27 , ' 28 , '29; Debate C lub , '27 ; 
Debate T eam, ' 28 ; Seminole Players, 
' 29 ; Los Jugadores ; Hi-Y , ' 27, ' 29 ; 
Boosters ' Club, ' 27 ; Qu ill and Scroll , 
' 29 ; Delegate to Columbia Press Asso-
ciation, ' 28 , ' 29 . 
HAZEL ELEAN OIR JONES 
" A ki°nd and gentle heart she has." 
Glee Club, ' 27 , ' 28 , ' 29 ; Allegretto 
Club, ' 28 , ' 29 ; Boosters' Club, ' 27. 
SADIE LORINE JONES 
" She is all mirth." 
President Sophomore Class, ' 28 ; 
Seminole Players, ' 29 ; Glee Club, ' 28 . 
ED A MARGUERITE Jo ES 
" Conversation is the best of life." 
Spanish Club, '27 ; Art Club, '27 ; 
Girl Reserves, ' 28 , ' 29. 
WALTER JORDA 
" The artist is the son of his time." 
Las Memorias Staff, ' 28 , ' 29 ; Semi-
nole Players, ' 29 . 
GEORGE H ENRY KAREL 
" A good manager will always succeed." 
President Senior Class, '29; President 
Junior Class, ' 2 8 ; Treasurer Sophomore 
Class , ' 27; Manager Baseball Team, 
' 28 , ' 29 ; Manager Basket-ball Team, 
' 29 ; Football Team. '28, '29; Secretary 
Treasurer Varsity Club, ' 28 ; Varsity 
Club , ' 29 ; President Student Cabinet. 
' 29 ; Boosters' Club, '27 ; Athletic As .. 
sociation , ' 27 ; Seminole Players, '29; 
"Who's Who--Best All Around, Most 
Courteous. 
IRENE R UTH KANE 
" They laugh that win." 
Commercial Club, ' 29. 
WILLIE RUTH Kr G 
" The most manifest sign of wisdom is 
continued cheerfulness." 
THOMAS KITCHI 
" Happy , alas! too happy." 
RAYMOND K ELLER 
"I would rather work when I wanted to 
Than be bossed around by others." 
HELE KUZMA 
"Competent, willinf: and good-
natured. 
EVELY KEE E 
" And she was fair and sweet as is the 
rose in May." 
Cathedral School, ' 28; T iger T ales, 
'29; Journalism Club , ' 29; L atin Club, 
'28. 
JAMES ROA LANG 
" Move over and make ~, place for me at 
the top. 
From Atlanta , Georgia, ' 28 ; Las Me-
morias Staff, ' 29 ; Orange and White, 
'28 ; Glee Club, '28 , ' 29. 
ELOISE CLAUDIA LA IER 
" Young, and oh, so fair!" 
"Who's Who"-Best Looking. 
MARY FRANCES LA IER 
" Nothing is so great, wonderful, and 
original as personality." 
MERCEDES RUTH KE T 
uAs a maid should be-
Meek and mild." 
R UTH M . LATTA 
" More lovely than Pandora.', 
AMY ELIZABETH LAWSON 
" Her ideal was perfect work , 
This , her attainment." 
Omicron Eta Sigma, ' 28 , '29. 
ELSA M . LAWSON 
" A girl of intellect and perception." 
Omicron Eta Sigma. ' 28 , ' 29 ; Glee 
Club, ' 27; Athletic Association, ' 27 ; 
Spanish Club, ' 27. 
HELE BERNEDA LARSO 
'~Wisdom is better than gold-
Friendship' s worth is still untold.,, 
Allegretto Club, ' 29 ; Girl Reserves, 
'28 . 
WILMAH B. LEACH 
" Lenient and kind of heart is she." 
Spanish Club, '27. 
NATHANIEL LESTER LEWIS 
"Teachers and classes are my only 
objections to an education." 
Fourth Estate, '29; Baseball Squad, 
'27, '28, '29; Rod and Gun Club, '27. 
Vo CEIL LEWIS 
"In every thought sincere." 
EVERETT LERCH 
"] live my life today-
Tomorrow may never come." 
Band, '27, '28, '29; Orchestra, '27, 
'28, '29.· 
WILLIE LIEBERMA 
" Live and learn ." 
Baseball , ' 2 9. 
VERNON CHARLES LONG 
. "Hit the line hard." 
Football, '27, '28. Captain, ' 29; 
Varsity Club, '27, '28, ' 29 ; Baseball, 
' 29 ; Rod and Gun Club , ' 26 , ' 27 ; Glee 
Club, '29 ; Athletic Associa t ion, ' 27. 
JUANITA MARIE MAHRT 
"'It's all in knowing how." 
ESCHOL MAURICE MALLORY 
"So much one man can do, 
That does both act and know. " 
Las Memorias Staff, '29 ; Junior 
P lay, ' 28; Seminole P layers, '29 ; 
Boosters' Club, '27; Athletic Associa-
t ion , ' 27. 
A LICE MA N 
" Know what you want and then go 
after it ." 
Seminole Players, ' 29 ; Junior Class 
Play, ' 28. 
MAY ESTHER MEARS 
" Kind looks foctell as kind a heart 
within." 
Eow ARD SHERMAN MOKRA y 
" Hard work leads to success." 
Baseball , ' 27 ; Boosters, ' 26 ; Radio 
Club, ' 26 ; Editor Orange and White, 
' 28 ; Vice-President Quill and Scroll 
Society, ' 28 ; Editor " The Golden 
Quill ," '29 ; Special Contributor. " Tiger 
Tales," ' 28; Delegate to Columbia 
Scholastic Press Association Conven-
tion ,, ' 28- ' 29 ; Associate Editor " Las 
Memorias," ' 29 ; Junior Editor " Las 
Memorias," ' 28 . 
SARAH LOUISE MOREHOUSE 
" There was a soft and pensive grace, 
A cast of thought upon her face." 
Boosters' Club, ' 2 7 ; Athletic Associ-
ation, ' 27 ; Fourth Estate, ' 29. 
FRA CIS A KERS M UNROE 
" ft ' s hard to persona re and act a part 
along ." 
Seminole P layers, ' 29 ; W inner Dec-
lamation Contest, '29 . 
LILLIA MURPHY 
" Is she not more than paint ing can ex-
press, 
Or youthful poets fanc y w hen they 
love?u 
Internationa l Cl ub, ' 29 ; Omicron 
Eta Sigma, ' 29 ; "W ho's Who"- Most 
Popular , Best P ersonality. 
E LLEN R OBERTA M URRELL 
" Her smile was prodigal of summery 
shine, 
Gaily persistent , like a moon in June." 
DOROTHEA LOUISE ORMA DEAU 
" Those dark eges-so dark and so 
deepr' 
AVIS GERTRUDE OWE S 
" Quiet persons are welcome every-
where." 
International Club, ' 29 . 
KATHRYN MILHOUS PACKARD 
"The quiet mind is richer than the 
crown." 
Girl Reserves, '27, '28, Treasurer, 
'29; Boosters' Club, '27. 
WILLIAM EDWARD PEARSON 
" Ambition is the germ from which all 
growth and nobleness proceeds." 
Montverde, '29; Basket-ball, '29. 
DOROTHY ESTHER PEFFER 
"Has our whole earth gone nearer to the 
glow 
Of your soft splendors that you look 
so bright?" 
International Club, '29; Omicron 
Eta Sigma, '29; Poetry Society, '29. 
G EORGE G . P EMPEDJ IA 
" He w ho knows much has many cares." 
Boosters ' Club , ' 27 ; Art Club, ' 27 . 
MAMIE THEL MA P OSEY 
" I !woe accomplished what I was able 
to ." 
Girl Reserves, '29 ; Commercial Club , 
' 29 . 
HELEN L EE P ' POOL 
" Her glossy hair: was clustered o'er a 
brow 
Bright wit~ intelligence, and fair and 
smooth. 
President Girls ' Glee Club , ' 29 . 
MURIEL POWELL 
" othing so dainty sweet as lovely 
melancholy." 
Alabama, ' 28. 
EMMA REZIE POLZER 
" If she be proud, is she not sweet?" 
International Club, '29; Omicron 
Eta Sigma, '28 , '29; Orchestra, '27, 
' 28 , ' 29; Swimming Club, ' 29 ; Ath-
letic Association, '2 7. 
JOHN DIXON POMEROY 
"Modesty is a very good thing, but a 
man in this country may get on 
very well without it." 
Commercial Club, '29. 
HELEN _ MARIE PROVOST 
"She feared no danger for she knew no 
sin." 
w. K. PRICE 
"He was born with a gift of laughter 
and a sense that the world is mad." 
Football, '28, '29; Fourth Estate, 
'29. 
ROSE L. RAMSEY 
" With a smile on her lips." 
Tennis Club, ' 2 7; Girl Reserves, ' 2 7, 
' 29 . 
MALCOLM RANDALL 
" othing is so difficult but that it may 
be found out by seeking." 
ALICE R EVILL R EPPARD 
" I am not only witty in myself, 
But the cause of wit in other men ." 
Seminole Players, '29 ; Baske t-ball , 
'271 '29 ; Las M emorias Staff, '29 . 
FRA CES RIDDLE 
" Patience-that quality which con-
quers all .,, 
ALBERT R OGERO 
" Modesty is a candle to thy merits." 
Baseball, ' 27 , ' 28 , Captain , ' 29; 
Football, ' 28 , ' 29 ; Basket-ball , ' 28 , 
' 29 ; Varsity Club , ' 2 7, ' 28 , Secretary-
Treasurer , ' 29 ; Athletic Association, 
' 2 7 ; " Who's Who"-Best Looking. 
BURTON ARTHUR ROGERS 
" A jolly good fellow he." 
Fourth Estate , ' 29 ; Hi-Y, ' 27; Vice-
President , ' 28 , Secretary, ' 29 . 
GERTRUDE EDYTHE ROSE 
" It is as great to be a woman 
As it is to be a man." 
International Club, ' 29 ; unc et 
'Tune, '27, '28, ' 29 ; Glee Club, ' 2 7, 
' 28 : Allegretto Club, ' 27, ' 28 ; Girl 
Reserves, ' 27 , ' 28 . 
AURA ROUTH 
uSeek not happiness, but give it. 
Feign not righteousness, but live it ." · 
B UR ETT ROTH 
" Small in stature, but great in mind." 
Editor-in-Chief of T iger T ales , ' 29 ; 
T iger Tales, ' 28 ; Orange and White. 
'27 , '28 ; Treasurer of Senior Class, 
'28 ; President of P oetry Society, ' 29 ; 
Student Council, ' 29; Debate Team, 
'28, ' 29; Quill and Scroll , '28 , ' 29 ; 
Nunc et Tune , '29 ; Track, ' 26, '27, 
' 28, Manager, '29 ; Varsity C lub , '28, 
'29 ; Delegate to Columbia Scholastic 
P ress Convention , ' 28; Publ icity Man-
ager Seminole P layers , '29; Treasurer 
Commercial Club, ' 29 ; School Ora tor, 
' 28 ; Boosters' C lub , ' 27 ; "Who's 
Who' '-Most Business Abilit y ; Editor 
Fourth Estate, '29 ; Athletic Assoc ia -
t ion, ' 27. · 
LUCY LAVl IA SA DERS 
" The sense of humor has other things 
to do 
Than to make itself conspicuous in the 
act of laughter." 
Girl Reserves, ' 28 , '29 ; Seminole 
Players, '29 . 
FLORE CE SEIBERT 
" Few things are impossible to diligence 
and ski fl ." 
Las Memorias Staff, '29. 
KE ETH SOPER 
uStudies nourish youth and a recreation 
in old age." 
MARJORIE LILLIAN SPADER 
"Was 'ere lady sud1 a lady , cheeks so 
round and lips so red !" 
From Cathedral School, ' 28 ; Tiger 
Tales, ' 28, ' 29; Las Memorias Staff, 
' 29 ; Nunc et Tune, '28; Poetry Soci-
ety, ' 29. 
JEANIE ELIZABETH SPEIRS 
"Too busy with the crowded hour to 
fear to live or die." 
Boosters' Club, '27; Las Memorias 
Staff, ' 29 ; Commercial Club, '29; Or-
chestra, ' 27, ' 28, '29. 
ELEANOR SPELLMA 
" Few persons have courage enough to 
appear as good as they really are." 
CURTIS C. STALDER 
" Knowledge is more t,~an equivalent to 
force. 
President of Omicron Eta Sigma, 
'29; Junior Aeronautical Club, '28, 
'29; Stamp Club, '27; Radio Club, '27. 
R EBECCA E. STJMPSO 
" Girls blush-sometimes." 
Seminole Players, ' 29 ; Allegretto 
Club, '29 ; Glee Club , ' 29; Girl Re-
serves , ' 28 ; Tennis Club, ' 27. 
LOUIS E. S UNDAY 
" Only the strong shall survive.' 1 
HARRY SYLVESTER 
" They can conquer who believe they 
can.
1
' 
Radio Club, '27; Stamp Club, ' 27 , 
'28 , ' 29 . 
CHARLES E. TERRY, JR. 
" A g_ood fellow , a staunch friend-
what more could be said of anyone n 
LOUISE HARRIETT THOMAS 
" He is a fool who thinks by force or 
skill 
To turn the current of this woman's 
will. " 
Commercial Club, ' 29 . 
CALVIN MCMAHAN TIDWELL 
" For knowledge, too , itself is a power." 
Football, '26, '27, '28; Swimming, . 
' 26, '27, '28; Omicron Eta Sigma, '29, 
Secretary, '2 8. 
URBA C. TIG ER 
" Man's character is by his speech 
· betrayed." 
Tiger Tales, '29; Hi-Y, '29; Poetry 
Society, '29; Glee Club, '29; Band, 
.' 27, ' 28; Boosters' Club, '27; Screech 
Owls, '27. 
HOLLIS WALKER TURNER 
"Good actions crown themselves." 
5 
JA E N . VEASEY 
" ] would study, I wou ld know." 
W A DA ELOISE V IEHMAN 
" He who talks much can not always 
talk well. " 
Girl R eserves , ' 27, ' 28; Glee Club, 
'27; Internat ional Club , ' 29. 
MARISE VO GAL 
" To climb steep hills r~?ui-res slow pose 
at first . 
Girl Reserves, '29 ; Nunc et Tune, 
' 29 ; Poetry Society, ' 29. 
H UGH S MEAD W ALLACE, JR. 
"Wh y pretend? Be what you are." 
JOHN SHERARD WARDE 
" By wisdom wealth is won." 
Junior Aeronautical Club, ' 28 , ' 29 ; 
Radio Club, '27; Orange and White , 
'28; Boosters' Club, '27; Stamp Club, 
'27. 
MYRTLE EVELYN WATKI .. S 
"All I ask is to be let alone." 
Boosters' Club, '27; Dramatic Club, 
' 27. 
LOUISE A. WEEDEN 
" Since in laboring and resting, life is 
divided best, 
Let others do the laboring and I'll do 
the rest." 
Girl Reserves, '27, '29; Nunc et 
Tune, '29; Glee Club, '27; Tennis 
Club, '27. 
WALTER SCUDDER WEEDE 
"Lo! I have made a vow to study." 
Basket-ball Squad, '27, ~29; Boost-
ers' Club, ' 27; Glee Club, '29. 
LILLIA WEISSI GER 
"Character is the cornerstone of all 
success." 
Boosters' Club, '27; Athletic Asso-
ciation, '27. 
FRA CES AMA DA WHITE 
<' To be simple is to be great." 
WI !FRED WI TERS 
"A charm attends her every where 
the hard heart loves her unaware." 
Social Secretary of Girl Reserves, '29. 
GEORGIA ETHEL WIGGINS 
" 'Tis well to be honest and true." 
DOROTHY LILLIA 'WILLIAMS 
" It 's great to have a smile that smiles." 
KATRINA BELLE WURST . 
" Happy I am; from care I'm free. " 
Girl Reserves, '29; Track, '27; Bas-
ket-ball, ' 28; Athletic Association, '27; 
Home Economics Club, ' 27. 
DOROTHY KERNON YOUNG 
" What sweet delight a quiet life 
affords." 
Girl Reserves, '27; Glee Club, '27; 
Athletic Association, '27. 
H. DURWOOD You G 
" And gladly would he learn." 
Swimming, '27. 
Juniors 
P AUL JACKSON 
President 
Class 
of 
1930 
D OROTHY A ULLS 
T reasurer 
At the beginning of the term we stood on the threshold of a new year , and 
we , the Juniors , resolved to do credit to our school. With chests out and heads 
back we started forth . Through untold sufferings we went-rocks of Latin , 
r.1ires of Psychology, seas of English-but at the end we were still brave and 
undaunted . Tired but happy, we came forth , sane, learned students of the 
first degree. 
Dramatics played an important part in our success. We presented as our 
class play " Under Twenty" in order to enlarge our treasury (so we could enter-
tain the Seniors at the end of the year ). It was a success in every way. We 
f 
• I 
f 
Class 
of 
193 
KAT HRYN SHUTE B E HOLLOWAY 
Secretary President 
(Resig ned ) 
also had a cold d rink stand at the Fair , o ur class being the fi rst to conceive th2 
idea . 
T he only sad event tha t occu rred d u ring our yea r w as when our president 
left us to go to Mississippi. 
Y esterday w e we re green Sophs desi ring to be Se niors . Now we are antici-
pating great things. I n a few " six week pe riods" w e shall return Sophs of the 
past, Seniors in fact . M ay the nex t yea r find us Seniors of fac t , carrying to 
a brill iant conclusion our three years of under-graduate ac tivities. 
T hus passed a nother year in the his tory of '3 0 . A nd to the departi ng 
Seniors we· b id a most lusty " A u R evoir ." 
untor Class 
LELAND KIRST 
Sponsor 
ABSTEIN, RUSSELL 
ADAMS , EVELYN 
ADAMS, THOMAS 
AKINS , RUBY 
ALLISON, WARWICK 
ANDREWS, JEAN 
ANDERSO , VIOLET 
ARBUTHNOT, SADIE 
ARNOLD, BILLY 
ARTHUR , EILEEN 
AULLS , DOROTHY 
AUSTIN, DORIS 
AUSTIN, VIRGIL 
BAILEY, MARGARET 
BAKER, BYRON 
BAKER, THELMA 
BALLENTINE, CORBIN 
BA ER, ELNORA 
BARBER, ROBERT 
BARKDULL, DICK 
BARKER, ROGER 
BARTLETT, PAULINE 
BARTO , GEORGE 
BERST, GRACE 
BEUCHLER, Lucy 
BETZ , MILDRED 
BLACKBURN, LI A 
BLA KNER, LEO ARD 
BOMA , IRE E 
BRABA T, MARIE 
BRADLEY, DAISY 
BRA NON, CHLOE 
BRAN O , Co IE 
BRATCHER, LEAH 
BRITT, MARK 
on 
BROW , GEORGIA 
BROW , JESSIE 
BROWN, FREEMAN 
BROWNING, CATHLEEN 
BRU SON, EMMA 
BUICE, BILLY 
BUNNELL, PATRICIA 
CALDWELL, ROBERT 
CA ADY, ALLAN 
CA ADA , MARION 
CA , FRANKLI 
CARTER, ALBERT 
CARVER, HAROLD 
CASSELBERRY, BETTY 
CASSIDY, FLORE CE 
CHRISTE SO , IRIS 
CLOW, JAMES 
COCHRAN, MARGARET 
COGSWELL, LOIS 
COLE, BATES 
COLEY, LUCILE 
CONROY, DORIS 
CONROY, DURWARD 
COOK, LOUISE 
COONLEY, CLARABELLE 
COOPER, HARRIS 
CORLEY, CLYDE 
COULTER, NORMAN 
Cox, ORRI 
CRANFORD, WALLACE 
CRITTENDEN, MAGGIE 
CUMMI GS, B ERNICE 
DAIGLE , LUCILE 
DAVIS , DORIS 
DAVIS , HARRY 
DAVIS , BILL 
DEAN, MARY ELIZABETH 
DENHAM, MARELLE 
DEWSTOE , CA THERINE 
DODSON, HILDA 
DOUGLAS, MARGARET 
DURA T, DOROTHY 
DURIS, A N IE 
D URRA CE, CHARLES 
DURRA CE, GORDO 
ELSTO , DOROTHY 
E SIG , LAURA 
ERICSO , R UTH 
ERTEL, VIRGINIA 
ETHERIDGE , ORA ELLE 
Ev A S, LOUISE 
EVERETT, CHARLES 
EVERETT, MAC 
FAIRFIELD, ROY 
u ior C ass H 
FALK, LOUIS 
FERRAN, ROBERT 
FEW, MARY 
FISCHER, EDWARD 
FRA KUN , MARJORJE 
FUGATE, BURL 
FULLER, HOMER 
GHEER, CECIL 
Grnso ' BETTY 
GIELOW, WALTER 
GILBERT, RUBY 
GISLER, CHARLES 
GLUCKMAN, MORDECA I 
GODFREY, FREDERICK 
GOGGA S, FRED 
GOLDMAN, PAUL 
GOODWIN, ROGER 
GREER, CARTER 
GOODWI , ROSE 
GUARD , ERNEST 
GU ARD , EDWIN 
HADDOX , JAMES 
HALL , ALICE MAYE 
HALL , MYRLEE 
HALLOCK, JACK 
HA COCK , WINFORD 
HARRISON, ROY 
HARTRlDGE, CHARLES 
HEININGER, ANNETT A 
HELMS, MADELE 
HENSON, ZEKE 
HE SO , MILDRED 
HILL, MARY LOUISE 
HOLLOWAY, BEN 
HOOK, HAROLD 
HORNE, LILLIE MAE 
HOTCHKISS, GERALD 
HOWES, W . C. 
HUBBARD, MARY 
HUDS0 , DOROTHY 
HUGHES , COURTNEY 
HUFFMAN, .GERTRUDE 
HULL, GLE N 
HUME, ALEX 
HUMPHRlES , HELEN 
HU T , BARBARA 
IHRIG, VERA 
ILE DORF , BILL 
JACKSO , PAUL 
JAMES, ED A 
JA ES , EUGE E 
JENNI GS , WINNETTE 
JOHNSO , BESSIE 
JOHNSO , WAL T~R 
RUTH MI ER 
Sponsor 
JOHNSON, HELEN B. 
JOHNSTON, CARMETA 
JO ES, ELIZABETH 
Jo ES, HELENA 
JONES, LUCIAN 
Jo ES, WALTER 
JURGENSEN, LOIS 
KEE E, BER ICE 
KEENE , JOHN 
KEENE , VIVIAN 
KELLY, JANE 
KE T , EVELYN 
KEPHART, ElLEEN 
KEYES, RICHARD 
KIRBY, GEORGJA 
KRUG , OLGA 
KRAUSE , CARL 
LAING, WALTER 
LANE, MADGE 
LA GSTON , C. H. 
LATTA , WORTH 
LA WHOR , L ADEL 
LEE , EVELYN 
LINDSAY, STEPH E 
MALECKY, FRANCIS 
MA , WILLJE 
MARKS, ESMO D 
MARSHALL, HARRY 
MARTI , EDNA 
MAY, OTTIS 
MAYNARD, ZOLLIE 
McCARTHY, MAC 
MCINTOSH , ELLA MAE 
MEDLOCK , KE NETH 
MEITI , RALPH 
ME ERAY , EUGENE 
1or Class Roll 
MILDRED E. MURPHY 
Play Director 
MIER, WILLADA 
MILLER, Eow ARD 
MINTER, ELEANOR 
MOSELEY, DORA 
MOUSER, D ICK 
MOTL, IRMA 
MOYE, ELOISE 
MURRAH, MIRIAM 
MURRAY, PAYNE 
NAHRGO G, BOB 
NORMAN, FRA CES 
ORCUTT, RALPH 
OVERPECK, BOYD 
PA TTERSO , KE NETH 
PATTON, RUBYE 
PERKI S, CAROLI E 
PETERSO , CHARLES 
PICKARD. JEAN 
PRATT, PEGGY 
QUI , JUNE 
RAMSDELL, HE RY 
RICHARDS, PATTEMAY 
ROBERTS, LELAND 
ROBERTSO , ROBERT 
ROBERTS, JEA IE F. 
ROE, DOROTHY 
Row, JACK 
RUDD, T. J. 
RUEMMELE, WALTER 
SA DERS, BILL 
SA OS, PAUL 
SANGER , GERTRUDE 
SCHEPPARD, ROY 
SEGAL, I SIDOR 
SHUTE, KATHRYN 
S LA WSO , MERRITT 
SNIDER, SAM 
SOPER, LESLIE 
SOUTHERLA D, ELIZABETH 
SPE CER, BYLLIE 
S PIERS, W. H . 
STALDER, ELIZABETH 
STANALAND, ILA 
STEPA EK , O LGA 
STEPHENS, LI DSAY 
STEVENSON, Locus 
STICKLE, H ERMA 
S u DERSO , A NIE 
SUTTERFIELD, GWENDOLYN 
TATE, MARIE 
TAYLOR, R OBERT 
TAYLOR, EMILY 
TAYLOR, D OROTHEA 
TAYLOR, JESSIE 
TENNEY, D ONALD 
TIG ER, GEORGE 
TODD, JIMMIE 
TRACY, D ORIS 
TUCKER, KE NETH 
TURNER, HUGH 
TUR ER, P AUL 
TYNER, EDWARD 
VESTEL, ED 
VON GAL, D ORIS 
VON GAL, MARI SE 
WOLLENWEBER, ADRA 
WARD, JAMES 
WARE, EARLE 
WAR ER, ALBERTA 
WIEGMA , CHARLES 
WICKER, ROGER 
WHITTAKER, WALTER 
WEIR, BE JAMI 
WENDT, KATHLEE 
WIGG! S, RUTH 
WILKES, CARMELIA 
WILLIAM, EVELY 
WILLCOX , BILLY 
WI TERS, WI EFRED 
Wooo, ALLI E 
WRIGHT, ED 
YATES, LILLIA 
YOCHUM, PAUL 
ZA E, BETTIE 
Sophomore 
MARY NORMA HOPK f S 
President 
Class 
of 
1931 
JEAN D ELFS 
Secretary 
There is in every High School a class considered fine, 
But there is one unusual class in this old school of mine . 
You think at once it's Senior or Junior, but alas. 
In this case, I'd have you know it is the Sophomore Class. 
In regard to Athletics we are always in the line 
And in activities we are not at all behind. 
We have our class banquets as well as class plays , 
In fact , all our work is worthy of great praise. 
CHARLES BATCHELLER 
Treasurer 
C[ass 
of 
931 
M EL VILLE CARTER 
V ice- Presiden t 
We show the class spiri t a nd are peppy as can be ; 
We have a membership of three hundred fifty -three . 
Our class fo r co-operation is surely good and strong , 
W e do our part and neve r fa il to help the school a long. 
Our d ass has made a record that in memory w ill last, 
M ay we all stay together ' t il h igh school days are p ast, 
And in the fu ture when the years fl y swiftly by , 
We' ll look back with pride and glory on our rep utation high. 
Cadle 
RUTH HEATHCOCK 
Sponsor 
ADAMS , DAN 
ADKINSON, MYRA 
AKINS, ROY 
A DERSON, GLADYS 
ANDREWS, MARIAN 
ANDREWS, RAECHEL 
ANSON, MARIAN 
ARNOLD , MARGARET 
AUSTIN, DOROTHY 
AYRES, EDITH 
BAKER, JOEL 
BAILEY, FRAZIER 
BARKDULL, ELEA OR 
BARTO , T. B . 
BATCHELDER, CHARLES 
BENTAN, EVELYN 
BERMAN, SYLVIA 
B ERRY, LARREY 
BIORDI , Y. I. 
BIR BAUM, ELLIS 
BLACKBURN, Joy 
BOSSIE, KE ETH 
BOYD, HELEN 
BRA NON , T. C. 
BROCKHAHN, MAXI E 
BROKAW, WOODROW 
BROWN, CHARLES 
BRU ER , MARY 
BULLIS, LEWIS 
CALDWELL, LAURA 
oH of 1929 
CAR ELL , OLIVE 
CARSON, OSCAR 
CARTER, MEL VILLE 
CHEESMA , MARIS 
CHISHOLM, VALERA 
CHRISTIANSON, A NIE 
COFFMAN, MILDRED 
COGGINS, RAY 
COOPER, JAMES 
CRAIG, BILL 
CROSBIE , JEAN 
CRENSHAW, BOB 
CRUMP, VIRGINIA 
DORSEY, MAY 
DASHER, J . L. 
DELEPORTE, ETHEL 
DELFS, JEAN 
DILLON, BILLIE 
DOUGLASS, JAMES 
DUNAWAY, EDITH 
DURRANCE, VIRGIL 
DURRENBERGER, ALMA 
EASTMAN, CATHERINE 
EA TON, MARGARET 
EVANS , HELEN 
FARISS, ALBERTA 
FIELDS, MABEL 
FIELDS, SIDNEY 
FISHBACK , BLANCH G. 
FLETCHER, KE NETH 
FLETCHER, PAM 
FOSTER, GERDA 
GAEBLER, NINA MAE 
GARLOCK , CLI E 
GIELOW, R UTH 
GRANDE, A IE 
GRA DE, Yvo NE 
GWYNN, JIMMIE 
HARBIN, VADA 
HALL, RUTH 
HARVEY , HARRIETT 
HARPER, EVE ETTE 
HARRI GTO , R UBY 
HARRIS , ELIZABETH 
HARRIS, LESLIE 
Crad e Roll of 1929 
HARRIS, SARA 
HATFIELD, J IMMIE 
HARVEY, MAY 
HAZEL, LOIS 
HECHT, VERA 
HEININGER, IRENE 
HERRICK, RUTH JEAN 
HINE, MARY 
HOLLEY, ABBE 
HORN, HANSLEY 
HORNEY, GEORGIA MAY 
HOWARD , NAOMI 
HOWELL, LOIS 
HOPKINS, MARY NORMAN 
HUDGINGS, FRANCES 
HUGGI S, BETTY 
HULL , CLIFFORD 
HYER, RUTH 
IHRIG, BEL VA 
INABNIT, ELVA 
JENERO, EDWIN 
JOHNSON, BERTHA 
JOHNSON, FLORENCE 
JOHNSON, JEWELL 
JONES, DOROTHEA 
JONES, JAMES 
JONES , JUANITA 
KANNER, SAMUEL 
KAZAROSIAN, RAFFIE 
KELSEY, MELBA 
KIMBALL , DOROTHY 
KING, FRANCES 
KUZMA, SUSIE 
LANCASTER, ED A 
LANGSTON, DENZIL 
LA NIER, KATHRYN 
LA WREN CE , HARRIET 
LEE, ALICE 
LLOYD, ARTHUR 
Lo G, ELMA 
LORD, JACK 
LUCIUS , THELMA 
LINDQUIST, CLAIRE 
MADDOX , TOMMIE 
MAGARIAN, MARY 
MARIAN, MARGARET 
MARBLE, DORlS 
MARTIN, ALICE 
MASSEY, L INDA 
MAYWALD, FRANCES 
MEREDITH , EUGE E 
M ILEHAM, LORAINE 
MITCHELL , DONALD 
MOFFAT, PHYLLIS 
MOORE, ELLEN 
MORRIS, MARION 
MOSELEY, CURTIS 
MCCREE, MARY 
MCCREE, W . A. 
McLEAN , JOE 
MCQUEEN, J OH 
NEWCOMB, Lours 
NOBLE, WI S VAN 
NORMANDEAU, BOB 
O 'BERRY, L UCILLE 
P ARK INSON, TOM 
PEFFER, HELEN 
PFLOUGH, EULA 
PIERCE , GEORGE 
PIERCE , HORACE 
POWELL, GLADYS 
PRICE , RUTH 
QUILL , VIOLET 
RANKIN, MARY RUTH 
RAULERSON, LOUISE 
RICE, D OROTHY 
RICHARDS, MARY ALICE 
RICHARDSON , I SABELLE 
RICHMAN , JANET 
RoBl so , DENT 
ROGERO, DICK 
ROGERS, EDWARD 
Row HOWARD 
RUDD, ROCHELLE 
SCHUUR, A NA 
SCOTT, MYRTLE 
SEBTHORP , LILLIA 
SEGAL , MARTIN 
SEWELL, ETHEL 
SHAPPY , LILLIA T 
Cradle 
SHELL, THELMA 
SHILLING, CLARE CE 
SMITH , PAULINE 
SMITH , ROY 
SOUTHARD, VERA 
STARR, RUTH 
STOWE, BOB 
STOWE, DOROTHY 
STULTS, DOROTHY 
SULLIVA , ADA 
SUSKIN, FLORENCE 
SWEAT, EDNA 
SWEAT, JEA NETTE 
TEEL, THELMA 
TEGDER, ANN 
TEGDER, JEAN 
THORPE , LAURA 
TICHENOR, MILDRED 
TILLER, STA LEY 
oU of 1929 
TRIMMIER, LENORA 
TYREE, JACK 
TYSON, LUCILE 
UHL , CAROLINE 
UHL, DOROTHY 
VAN DEUSE , A NA 
VOGE, ORA 
WALKER, DORIS 
WARNER, DONALD 
WHEELER, MILDRED 
WHITE, EMITT 
WIGGINS, CAROLYN 
WILSON, GLE N 
WOOLEY, ELIZABETH 
WRIGHT, MURIEL 
WURST, JAMES 
YANCEY, MARGARET BELL 
YATES, GUILDA 
ZORIAN, JACOB 
Polo was played in Orlando as the first organized polo team in the 
South and about the second in the United States. Mr. W. P . Gwynn 
who supphed the subject matter for the above picture was Captain of 
one of Orlando's first teams . 


Ath[e 1cs n 0. H. S. 
With a student body of seven hundred-odd and a climate which allows all 
sports at any time of the year , Orlando High has for several years enjoyed the 
distinction of having first -rate athletic teams to represent her in games and 
athletic meets . 
For several years 0 . H. S. had an Athletic Association with an executive 
group composed of students. Membership was open to any student who felt 
able to pay the nominal yearly dues. This money was avai lable for the ex-
penses of non-self-supporting teams . Membership was not 100 % at any time, 
and this is the basic reason for the abandonment of the plan. 
For the last two years the only money available for the use of teams was 
the money from the gate receipts. This has handicapped athletics in Orlando 
High to a great extent. The main thing that has kept the teams of 0. H. S. in 
competitive athletics is the old fighting spirit . 
Mr. William R. Boone is the Director of Athletics. For several years a 
coach himself, and for three years Orladno's coach, he knows Athletics and the 
financial end of athletics thoroughly. 
Mr. L. E . Davidson is head coach of 0 . H. S., having been mentor of 
Orange and White teams for four years. He graduated from Maryville College, 
Tennessee, where he made nine letters in three branches of sports, four in base-
ball, three in football , and two in basket-ball. He graduated from the coach-
ing school at the University of Tennessee and Coach Malcolm Wade 's School 
at Lakeland. This summer he will attend the coaching school of the University 
of Michigan under F. H. Yost. 
Miss Agnes McConnell , girls ' coach, attended the University of Indiana , 
and while there played center on the basket-ball team. 
Mr. Gordon H . May, former spiked shoe man from University of South 
Carolina, is track coach. 
Mr. Elliot Park, assistant football coach, attended Thiel College. This 1s 
his first year with the team, and he was a great help to Davidson. 
Mr. Robert Howard, swimming coach, is considered one of the most out-
standing swimmers in the South . His teams have always shown up well in the 
State meets, having won the championships at Winter Park twice and placing 
several times in other aquatic meets. 
Football 
YOCHUM BROS. 
COACH l. E. DA VJDSO 
COACH L. E. DAVIDSON , JR. 
" RUNT'' 
" All American 
Waterb oy" 
FootbaU--- ea on of 192 
The 1928 season marked the fi rst year of the games between the teams 
which composed t he new ly organize d B ig 10 Conference of Florida. T he 
schools w hich make the Conference are the largest and bes t in the state and 
tend to increase the quality of high school athlet ics through clea n competition 
of even ly matched teams. O rlando was asked to join , and did so . The 1928 
schedule w as therefore a hard slate, as m any of the games were w ith confe rence 
teams. 
In the first half of the season Montverde , Ocala , and W inter H aven easily 
fell to the Tigers' p rowess. The first snag to upset the team w as the pow erful 
H illsboro ugh tea m, who greatly ou tweighed the 0. H . S. eleven . Then Lake-
land added its name to the list o f fo ur who defea ted the Tigers. 
It w as not , in each case, the advantage in weight of the opponents which 
caused t he T igers to lose. Overconfidence played its part during the season , 
even though small . 
Against Hillsborough and M iami , the Tigers played thei r best football and 
upset most of the pre-game dope of the sport critics , by holding the T erriers 
of Hillsborough to one touchdown and scoring against the Miami eleven in the 
last quarter to tie the score 6-6. 
1928 1929 
T igers 37 Montverde 0 September 28-Tit usville Here 
T igers 25 Ocala 0 October 4-Ocala Here 
T igers 51 W inter Haven 0 October 1 I-Kissimmee Here 
T igers 0 H illsborough . 6 October 18- H illsboro ugh T here 
Tigers 0 Lakeland 18 October 25-Lake-land Here 
T igers 2 0 Plant C i. ty 0 ovember 2- Plant Ci ty T here 
Tigers 12 Sanfo rd 13 ovember I I-Sanford Here 
T igers 6 Gainesville . 0 November l 6-Gainesvi lle T here 
Tigers 6 M iami. 6 November 23-Miami T here 
T igers 0 D e Lan d 13 Thanksgivi.ng - De L and T here 
Total 15 7 56 
The Season 
ORLA DO 37 MONTVERDE 0 
The Tigers opened their 1928 football sched-
ule by winning from Montverde, the prep school, 
over in the lake and hills section. It was a slow 
game marked by frequent penalties, but even 
though the Tigers were repeatedly penalized, this 
handicap failed to keep the Orange and Whites 
from crossing the Highlanders' goal line. 
ORLANDO 25 OCALA 0 
The first trip the Tigers made was very suc-
cessful. Ocala put up a hard fight, but was unable to cope with the onslaughts 
of the better trained Tigers. Whittaker , diminutive Tiger quarter, chalked up 
18 of the 25 points. Captain Long, Spiers, and Price continually brought 
down Ocala men with driving tackles. Rogero cut loose for a touchdown in 
the last quarter. With two minutes to play, Whitaker recovered a fumble and 
ran 40 yards for the last of his three touchdowns. 
ORLANDO 51 WINTER HA VEN 0 
The Tigers had an idea what would happen to the invaders on this pretty 
October day and the idea became a reality. The Winter Haven eleven was a 
scrappy team but were light and played only straight football. The Tigers 
repeatedly plowed through their line for touchdowns. The boys were opti-
mistic after this game, having piled up 113 points to their opponents ' zero. 
T e Season 
ORLANDO O HILLSBOROUGH 6 
The Tigers were all primed for this game 
with three victories behind them. The Hillsbor-
ough eleven was the first " Big 1 O" team the Tigers 
had to meet. The night before the game a big 
pep meeting was held downtown . There was 
plenty of spirit displayed . A huge crowd wit -
nessed the game. Rogero blocked passes repeatedly. 
Goggans and Caldwell gave excellent interference 
to the Terriers. With one yard to go for a first 
down Orlando tried a pass , which was intercepted 
by Tampa. The Terriers had the advantage and 
weight and this meant a great deal to them . . It was 
a brilliant game and the Tigers displayed real 
team work. 
ORLANDO 0 LAKELAND 18 
The second game away from home and the second Conference opponent . 
I.akeland 's second string started off the game with the Tigers . Passes from 
Rogero to Whitaker and to Langston netted a touchdown. Varsity went in . 
The 0. H. S. stands roared. A penalty was called, however, because of an 
offside , and the ball taken back. An aerial attack brought the ball again near 
the goal line. Rogero was removed from the game because of injuries. Whita-
ker and Spiers were also taken off the field injured. Then followed Delaporte 
with an injured neck. Very little can be done with four Varsity men out. 
Reserves were sent in to check the Dreadnaughts and held them to one more 
touchdown . Injuries, plus the breaks going to the opponent , spelled disaster 
to Orlando. 
LONG 
Cap tain , G uard 
D ELAPORTE 
T ackle 
V ESTAL 
Fullback 
W AITE 
Tackle 
CALDWELL, C. 
Tackle 
ORLA DO 20 P L ANT CITY 0 
A big crowd was out to see w hat the Tigers 
were going to do to Plant City . This was Or-
lando 's third " Big 1 O" Conference opponent. 
" Bull" Caldwell, Tiger tackle , started the game 
with a badly burned face , received in an acci-
dent at school the day before the game. This 
was a display of real old intestinal stamina. 
Spiers , Rogero , and. Whittaker had about recov-
ered from injuries received in Lakeland. Cap-
tain Long went out with an injured hip. On 
the first quarter Langston crashed through for 
a touchdown . A long pass from Langston to 
Whittaker landed the ball on the Planters ' six-
yard line. 
ball over . 
Will they score ? V estel carried the 
Whittaker missed the kick. Cald -
well was forced out because of his injury . Good-
win is holding down Long's position remark-
ably well. Ballentine was doing excellent work 
that day and his total yardage gained amounted 
to more than any other player. In the last 
quarter Vestel again scored a touchdown and 
Whittaker increased the score with his success-
ful kick. 
,. 
·-
ORLA DO 12 SA FORD 13 
This year the annual Tiger-Celery Fed fight 
was played in Sanford. The line was reported 
to be the heaviest in the state and it looked it . 
Caldwell was taken out the first quarter with 
injuries. In the second quarter, Tatterson , San-
ford back, plunged across for six points. Then 
Langston received the kick and led the Tigers 
toward the goal line. Four first downs and 
then Langston crossed the line. Passes and pen-
alties were frequent. Vestel went through for 
another touchdown after the ball had swayed 
up and down the field for several minutes. In 
the last quarter the Feds started plowing 
through our line, a pass netted them about 
twenty yards and then Spencer , Sanford 's quar-
ter-back rounded our end for the winning score . 
This was the first time the T igers had lost to 
Sanford in several years. 
ORLAND0· 6 GAINESVILLE 0 
This was the first game ever played between 
Coach Lamar Sarra 's eleven and 0. H . S. When 
the Gainesville team arrived it was seen that 
they were very light . During the game, how-
S PfERS 
( 'aptain - Elect 
Cen ter 
HOOK 
Tllckle 
ROGERO 
H alfback 
LANGSTON 
Hal fback 
BA.LLENTfNE 
Halfback 
G OGGA S 
E nd 
M CC ARTHY 
Quarterback 
W HITTAKER 
Quarterback 
Y OCHUM 
H alfback 
A DAMS 
End 
ever , the Tigers seemed unable to break through 
for gains and Vestel repeatedly intercepted the 
passes of the White and Purple lads. It was a 
slow, uninteresting game marked by lack of pep 
on both teams. The game ended with the 
Tigers one touchdown to the good. 
ORLANDO 6 MIAMI 6 
The Tigers were a long way from home that 
day and playing on a strange field . This was 
the first game ever played between the Stinga-
rees and Tigers. In the first quarter the Tigers 
clawed their way to the five-yard line. W ell , 
that 's certainly in scoring territory. H ere it 
goes . A fumble spoils the Tigers ' chance to 
score. Miami's ball , and they start a march 
down the field . Miami scores a touchdown and 
misses the kick. Quite a few Orlando fans are 
down here and these fans plus the teams from 
the neighboring towns are yelling for 0 . H . S. 
Rogero is repeatedly opening up an aerial attack 
with Whittaker as a target and we make long 
gains in this manner. V estel repeatedly plunges 
through their line for gains. Goggans and 
Adams are allowing no one to round their ends. 
Last quarter begins. T he T ige rs ope n up on a 
series of passes. We march to the six-yard line. 
A plunge by Vestel and we tie the score. U n-
fortunate ly, Whittaker, w ho is injured , misses 
t he kick. This play virtually ended the game 
as neithe r team scored in the last few moments 
of play. 
As a graceful seap lane landed in Biscayne 
Bay the final whist le blew. 
ORLANDO 0 DE LAND 13 
( Thanksgiving ) 
A sad end to an otherwise good season . The 
Tigers just five days before had shown good 
form in the Miami game , and in this final game 
of the season they seemed unable to co-ord inate 
and get together in the plays. The reason for 
this poor show at team work is ha rd to explain 
as it was a surpr ise after the excellent work done 
in Miami . The one man who did outstanding 
work for the T igers was Captain " Abie" Long. 
De Land 's final score was suggestive of the 
Tigers' bad luck in th is game-13-0. 
ELLETT 
Manager 
GOODWIN 
Guard 
HOTCH KJSS 
Fullback 
M AY ARD 
Center 
B RENNEN 
Tackle 
story of rlando 
(Continued from Page 22 ) 
of the postoffice, mail being brought by a rider from Melonville, and three 
days being required for the round trip . 
Mr. James Hughey was one of the first mail carriers and on the first night 
out camped at Soldier Creek, the next day went the four miles into Melonville , 
procured the mail, did the errands and again camped at the same place, and back 
to Orlando the third day. 
How many of you know that stamps were not used then , and that one paid 
r-en cents for each letter when taken from the office ? 
Capt. B. M. Sims, who came here a young man at the close of the Civil 
War and taught school in the western part of the county, came into Orlando at 
the close of his school and found the sheriff crying bids for the court house . 
Friends asked him to bid , which he did and naming the lowest price of $1,250 , 
built our first court house, a two-story building, four rooms for county offices 
below and the court room above. 
The first place of worship was a small building just back of the present 
site of the Tremont and was used both as a church and school for a long time. 
The picture of this little house with its hand split shingles and wooden shut-
ters was among those on recent exhibition at O 'Neal and Branch's. A repro-
duction of this picture is used in this book as the School Division page. 
The first cemetery was around this house and many years later , when the 
town began to grow, the bodies were moved to the present cemetery Greenwood. 
Perhaps the only orange grove in the county at that time was at Fort Reed, 
though most of the families had a few trees in the yard. Oranges of course 
were not thought of as a commercial enterprise , transportation prohibiting and 
the principal industry was cattle raising. Sometimes the little band of pioneers 
felt dire want, and at one time when they could not reach Melonville were 
forced to subsist for about two months upon sweet potatoes and game, which 
fortunately was plentiful , deer and turkey being often killed within sight of 
home. 
In 1882 the village had grown around the cemetery and the need for one 
far out in the country became urgent . A company was formed consisting of 
the following well known men: Messrs. L. P. Westcott , C. A . Boone, James 
H . Livingston , Nat Poyntz, W. R . Anno, S. A. Robinson and James Delaney, 
who purchased 14 acres of the present Greenwood , which was platted by Mr. 
Robinson , who also suggested the name, and later sold to the city , 25 acres 
being added some years later. 
In ' 75 , forty-seven years ago , the town was incorporated and embraced one 
square mile. Mr. W. J. Brack had the honor of being the first mayor and 
James P . Hughey first clerk. 
It is interesting to know that the town boasted something like 80 inhabi-
tants and 20 voters when incorporated . Soon after the town was incorporated 
the enterpr ising citizens began planning for the future. Streets were laid out 
and property owners planted shade trees along their lots. 
Messrs. Jandon , Waterhouse , Kegwin , Tom Shine and many others plant-
ing not only along their own but adjacent property as well. 
Hon. S. A . Robinson planted one-fourth mile of the beautiful old trees 
along Magnolia . Under Mayor Marks the council authorized Mr. A. G . 
Branham to have 400 oaks planted. Let us always pay tribute to those far 
sighted citizens who planted wisely when Orlando was a mere village , the 
numerous stately oaks, home of the mocking bird , shade for children at play, 
(Continued on Page 96 ) 
Basket~Bal 
Basket-Ball 
The opponents which the 0. H. S. team faced this year were intersectional schools. These 
schools, although small, furnished good opposition to the 0. H . S. quintet, which did not 
come up to the usual good standard as Orlando teams have done in the past. 
Coach Davidson was greatly hampered in turning out a championship team this year, for 
v;ant of material. Also, despite the fact that three basket-ball courts are owned by the city 
school system , at no time during the entire season was the team given one of these courts for 
their exclusive use. This fact caused a serious interruption in training and practice games. 
The team was made up from all three classes in school and several memb~rs had little or no 
previous experience in basket-ball. ear the end of the season , and just prior to the district 
tournament, the team suffered a loss by the suspension of several players because of an infraction 
of training rules. Therefore the team was forced to enter the tournament at Leesburg with 
several new men taking their places. 
In the district tournament, De Land High defeated Orlando in their first game. thus eliminat-
ing the Tigers. 
The Cubs completed a successful season by winning every game they played. Several new 
players were given excellent experience by playing in these games and will afford Davidson mate-
rial with which to start next year. 
PERSONNEL 
L. E. DAVIDSO , Coach GEORGE KAREL , Manager 
ROGERO DELAPORTE FAIRFIELD PEARSO r CARTER 
GOGGANS WAR ER YOCHUM lSHIE 
SCHEDULE 
OPPONENT l'LACE ORLA:-IDO OPP'1NENT OPPONENT PL.\CE ORLANDO OPPONENT 
Winter Park There 23 II St. Cloud Here 20 I 7 
Tavares Here 26 16 Ocoee There 19 25 
Lee burg There 8 28 an ford Here 27 14 
Montverde Here 34 7 Winter Park Here 20 I 7 
St. Cloud There 21 13 Ocoee Here 20 25 
Leesburg Here 8 18 ~ an ford There 29 20 
Deland Leesburg (Tournament) 22 27 
CUBS CUB 
Montverde There 26 8 Ocoee Here 21 7 
Ocoee There 19 12 Apopka There 21 13 
Longwood 1here 33 22 
Basket-Ball 
History of Orlando 
(Continued from Page 92 ) 
perhaps the greatest man made asset, which has given us the right to say 
" Orlando, the City Beautiful. " 
Then came the building of the commodious 4-room school, nucleus of 
our present fine school system. This was on our old high school lot and Prof. 
C. A. Boone was for years the beloved head. 
Mrs. Chelby, Prof. B. Gould, Mrs. Duke, Mrs. Terry and Mrs. Johnson 
were among the early and well remembered teachers. 
Who can estimate the good and far reaching effect _of these moulders of the 
minds of some of our foremost citizens of today? 
. In 18 8 0 the first railroad in Peninsular Florida was built from Sanford to 
Orlando, called the South Florida, built by men of the Boston Herald , through 
the influence of Mr. Hencke of Longwood. The engines which operated on this 
road were small wood burners, and the passengers often joined the crew in 
gathering fuel. At one time when a political meeting brought a crowd here 
the engine refused to start the return trip and the passengers had to get out and 
push as we sometimes do when our cars get stuck. 
The next year the building of the Jacksonville, Tampa and Key West Rail-
road from Jacksonville to Sanford, linked the little town with the outside 
world, and in '82 the road was started south to Tampa, and the entire line 
became part of the Plant system. 
The Schultz store which stood for years next McElroy's , later was moved 
to make way for a more pretentious building and became the Pines. 
The small two-story house which was back of the Rock building until 
recently , was for years the principal boarding house , where all the legal lights 
stayed while court was in session, and was known as the Bass house. 
Perhaps the Summerlin , built by that far-sighted citizen to whom Orlando 
owes the beginning of her system of parks , Mr . Jacob Summerlin , was the 
first hotel. It has been told me that Mr. Summerlin never wore a coat but 
when the weather became cool, wrapped himself in a blanket and wore it with 
all the grace of an Indian chief. That he was as much a dude in the wearing 
of it as some men in a dress suit or monocle. 
Then there was the Lucerne-a three-story hotel on Lake Lucerne, and the 
Arcade ( which some years later burned ) on the corner of Orange and Robin-
son avenues, owned by Mr. John Burden 's father, who about twenty-five years 
ago sold the large lot for $150. 
In the early days Church street from the railroad to Orange was the prin-
cipal shopping district and Mr. White had the first large store, carrying a com-
plete line of merchandise. At this time tall pines stood between this store 
and the court house and all the land lying between Lake Lucerne and the pres-
ent site of the Methodist church could have been bought for $350. 
And there was a pond with moss covered trees reaching over into the water 
between the San Juan ( which was originally only three stories high , owned by 
Mr. Kedney ) and the court house , which at this time was not the original 
4-room one for this was burned and a more pretentious one built , which later 
was moved and became part of the Tremont when our present one was built 
in '91, at a cost of approximately $63,000, which did not include our city 
clock, which has kept us hustling these many years-the cost of which $5 50 
exclusive of gong, was raised through subscription by Mr. Sherman, who made 
two trips to Boston in connection with this matter and to whom much credit 
is due for his untiring efforts and earnest solicitations in its behalf. 
(Continued on Page 100) 
Base a 
Baseball 
AL RcGERO, Captain GEORGE KAREL , ' 29, Manager 
The Orlando High School baseball team has the distinction of being Florida 
State champions. The Tigers have won the Walter W. Rose trophy for two 
years . and the cup remains permanently in their possession if won again this 
year. 
Coach Davidson has experienced no difficulty in getting material out for 
this year 's team. Perhaps the largest squad of candidates have reported for 
practice this season than ever before. It appears that every athlete in 0. H. S. 
desires a position on this year 's nine. 
The entire school is optimistic over this year 's baseball prospects . Every-
thing points to another successful season and again enjoying the title, " State 
Champs." With the proper student body co-operation nothing should prevent 
the Tigers from clinching their hold upon the massive trophy . 
Too much praise can not be given to Coach Davidson who has coached the 
team through two championship seasons and is now starting on the third year . 
He is an excellent coach in all branches of athletics but especially does he excel 
in baseball coaching. It is with the greatest confidence that the student body 
of 0. H . S. stake their hopes of again winning the title. 
With six letter men reporting for practice and a wealth of new material who 
are working hard for berths on the team it is a task to decide who will fire the 
various positions. 
Carrol Langston and Urban Yochum, as stellar pitchers, are an asset to the 
team. Both are veteran twirlers. Langston is a right handed pitcher and 
asebal 
Yochum is a south paw. The two men have proven their merit in pas t mound 
battles and are sure to spell disaster to many opponents. 
Spiers , Jane, and Maynard will have the responsibility of receiving this 
year. The three catchers are reliable and good strategists. 
The task of holding down the infield will be left up to Goggans , Warner , 
Fairfield, Pearson , Leiberman, Rogero and F. Yochum. 
The out-fielders will be selected from these five : Paul Yochum, Ivey , 
Long, Hotchkiss, and Claw. 
With two very successful years behind the team, a large squad out this year , 
and an excellent coach, The Tigers are certain to again emblazon the ir names 
on the beautiful Rose cup. 
SCHEDULE 
March 15 Winter Garden There 
March 16 Clermont There 
March 22 Seminole Here 
March 23 Seminole There 
March 30 
April 5 Winter Garden Here 
April 6 Daytona Here 
April 12 New Smyrna Here 
April 13 Daytona There 
April 19 Ocoee H ere 
April 20 New Smyrna There 
April 26 
April 27 E DITORS NOTE: Due to the fact that the An-
May 4 nual wr ite-up was made early in the season no scores 
May 10 could be given. The team was also omitted as no 
M ay I I permanent nine had been selected. 
History of Orlando 
(Continu~d f::-om Page 96 ) 
Ask some older person if they remember the 12-foot-square open well at 
the intersection of Orange avenue and Pine street, and the steam engine that 
pumped the water from this well which was our first fire fighting apparatus. 
The hose for which was wound on a reel and drawn by man power. 
Mr. W. S. Sherman was a fireman in Boston before coming to Orlando 
and organized and became president of the State Fire Association, which ex-
tended from Jacksonville to Key West and was also Chief of Fire Department 
for many years . Chief Dean was a fireman under him for many years. 
Tournaments were held every year in the different towns at which time a 
silver cup was presented the company making the quickest run , and it is inter-
esting to note that the first hardsurfaced street or road in the county was 
laid by Mr. Sherman ( of Bartow clay, Orange county clay being undiscovered ) 
on Pine from the railroad to the English Club in the Rogers building, the 
property owners along the street paying the cost, which was something like 
$1,000. 
This was hardsurfaced for the fire laddies when the tournament was held 
here. I want to pause a moment just here to say that most of these items of 
early history were given me by Hon. Samuel A . Robinson , who has kept a 
record of notable events here for many years. 
No one "among those present" will ever forget the winter of ' 94 and '9 5 
for to the Florida Cracker everything dates back to the BIG FREEZE when 
on Dec. 27 , 1894, the mercury dropped to 24 degrees and in February it fell 
from 85 at noon of the 7th to 17 on the morning of the 8th. A lowering of 
68 degrees in less than 12 hours. Property values both in country and town 
dropped with the thermometer and not for years did Orlando recover from this 
calamity . 
In the name of many of our streets early and valued citizens were honored . 
Gore , Marks, Weber, Robinson , Hyer , Livingston , Hughey, Jackson , Delaney, 
Boone, Palmer, Lockhart , Parramore and Lord , are some of those which call 
to mind men of sterling worth and unselfish interest who were never so busy 
that they had not time for civic work. 
In the long list of men who have helped to make Orlando what it is 
today , I want to especially mention two who are no longer with us , but whose 
influence will always reach on just as a pebble dropped into the water causes 
a ripple which goes on to the end in ever-widening circles. 
Judge J. D . Beggs, ~ho came here 39 years ago and who for more than 
20 years was superintendent of the Baptist Sunday school, junior member 
of that well known firm of lawyers , Beggs and Palmer, states attorney, which 
office he most ably filled for 20 years, president of the Orlando Bank and Trust 
Company , and for 6 years judge of the criminal court of this county , which 
office he held until his death. 
And Judge J. M . Cheney , a graduate of the Boston University Law 
School, came to Orlando 3 7 years ago and entered into the practice of his 
profession in the well remembered firm of Cheney and Odlin , was city attor-
ney, served as U. S. attorney for the southern district of Florida from 1906 to 
1912, was U. S. judge for southern district of Florida from 1912 to 1913, 
after which he resumed practice in Orlando. 
In 1920 he was Republican candidate for U. S. senator. He was a mem-
ber of the American Bar Association , the State Bar Association , and the Orange 
County Bar Association. Aside from his professional activities he organized 
and promoted and was secretary-treasurer and principal owner of the Orlando 
(Continued on Page 170) 
Minor Sports 
Trac for 929 
J IMMIE HOR ER, ' 29, Captain B U R ETT ROTH, ' 2 9, Manager 
Orlando 's flying Tigers began their 1929 schedule by placing second in 
the Central Florida Exposition track meet held at Exposition Park. The team 
was second only to Tampa. The excellence of this year 's team is evident when 
we consider the fact that eight men placed in this big meet . Several members 
of the team placed in more than one event. 
For several years past Orlando has failed to place in the Florida State Track 
meet held each year in Gainesville. This failure to make a creditable showing 
has been due to lack of material and inefficient coaching. However , this year 
thirty men have been reporting regularly for practice and there has been com-
petition for membership on the team. 
The team has also been very fortunate m having as head coach, Gordon 
H. May , a former " century man" from the University of North Carolina. 
May 's attention to the distance men and the sprinters has shown decided results 
in their performance. He is well qualified to coach both field and track events. 
Trac for 1929 
The Orange and White tracksters should have a successful season this year , 
as Burnett Roth is manage r. He has repea tedly shown h is abi lity in business 
lines, in his three years in high school, and started his managerial duties with r characteristic business ability by commencing an extensive sale of pencils to 
j benefit the track team. I t is Ro th 's ambit ion to raise sufficient funds to enable 
the team to attend the Southern Track Meet at Nashv ille. 
Horner, as captain, has well earned his captaincy by earning h is track "O" 
for three yea rs, thus display ing his loyalty and tenacity towards track. 
The men who placed in the Central F lorida Track M eet are as follows: 
U . Yochum 1st 100 Yd. Dash 
Horner 1st (tie) H igh Jump 
Roth 3rd Half Mi le 
Hotchkiss 1st Half Mile 
Spiers 1st Shot P ut 
Waite 3rd Broad Jump 
Davis 2nd Mile 
2nd 220 
Boys' Swimming Team 
HAROLD JONES, ' 29 , Captain FELIX E LLETT, ' 29 , Manager 
The boys ' swimming team is, perhaps, leaving behind them the most bril-
liant record of any team of 0. H . S., for swimming is one sport in whic:h 
Orange and White teams excel. 
The personnel of the boys ' team has been practically the same for the past 
three years as three members of the team have taken part in the State meet at 
Rollins since 19 2 7. 
Under the excellent coaching of Bobbie Howard, one of the foremost 
swimmers and acquatic coaches in the South, the 0. H. S. team has placed 
in every meet n which they have participated for the past three years. In 1927 
the team placed second in the Interscholastic Indoor Championships at Daytona 
Beach. In 1928 the team took second place in the Senior A. A. U. Champion-
ship Meet in Fort Lauderdale , losing first place by only one point . In April, 
1928 , the team missed winning the Ninth Annual Interscholastic Outdoor Meet 
at Winter Park by inches. The winning of the relay by St. Pete clinched the 
meet for them by a margin of five points. 
Editor 's Note: As the proof was being corrected Orlando High ' s Boys' 
Swimming Team won the State High School Aquatic Meet at Rollins College 
with 24 points, Lakeland was next with 20 points and St. Pete third with 17 
points. Jones, Captain of 0. H . S. team was high point man and Ellett was 
runner up . The Team is composed of Jones, Ellett , McCarthy and Delaporte. 
,. . 
Activities 
• 
In 189 2 the Orlando Bicycle Club was organized. There were few 
paved streets and with the old-fashioned high-wheel model it was not 
an easy matter to stay on one of them. 

Ex ra-Curr1cu[ar Act1v ties 
We learn that the purpose of school is to fit a person to lead a healthier , 
happier , and more prosperous life. The question arises: where is the best place 
to train for these purposes? Some say that they are obtained only through 
acquiring a large earthly store , others get theirs in a spiritual way, but regard-
kss we all need to know how to face the world. 
In considering these it might be well to see what leading men have to say . 
Roger W . Babson , the great statistician, says that the captains of industry today 
are demanding that the young man they employ be well qualified in the " Five 
J's of Success"-namely, integrity, industry , intensity, initiaitve, and intelli-
gence. These are listed , as Mr. Babson says, in the order of their importance. 
If the purpose of school today is to train young people to be best fitted for 
life , then it is not unwise to say that our schools should be qualified to train 
in these five items. If we, as Seniors , review our school life, we will undoubt-
edly see that throughout these twelve years we have had ever before us things 
that will make a better ground-work for these qualifications which at all times 
were unknown to us. We have been given extra work to try to create a habit 
of industry . Throughout it all , the known necessity of going to the bottom 
of things has always been before us. Then, probably the one that has been 
most slighted in the founding of our education has been initiative. Next, and 
last , on Mr. Babson' s list, is intelligence, which as we have seen and have been 
told, was the outstanding purpose of our attendance at school. All this has 
its effect on life and character. But there are other things that have , and we 
think have even a greater, effect on the building of an empire. In this I refer 
to the things a student does in school without academic credit. Collectively , 
they have become known as extra-curricular activities. Under this heading we 
place different lines that students participate in , such as religious organizations, 
student government, in getting up one of the various school publicat ions , and 
then the taking part in dramatic productions. Into these, students generally 
enter whole -heartedly for what they are able to get out of it in a practical way. 
Of ccfurse there are those students who enter such things solely for the honor , 
and consequently profit very little. In these things he realizes what intelli-
gence is and the way the business man regards it. When he sells advertising, or 
when he deals with the printer of a publication, or any other agency with which 
he would deal in these activities, he comes in contact with the real problems and 
real people. 
In these few lines we have tried to draw a parallel to show that today's edu-
cat ional system needs a supplement so that it may fu lfil its purpose . ow 
maybe a concrete example may be in place-we, the members of Las Memorias 
Staff, feel that we have learned more in the getting up of this Annual than we 
have or ever will get from our classroom work. In contrast to this, a boy 
graduated from a military academy after having been there four years. After 
the Commencement Address and he had received his diploma, as we left the 
chapel together there were tears in his eyes as he said to us : 
" Fellows , I'm commencing life today , and frankly I say that I don 't know 
a thing about it. I tried to learn what these professors tried to drive into m y 
head , but I don' t know how to face the world and deal with my fellow man. " 
These instances, and others , have brought the fact true and clear that extra-
curricular activities are important and play a real and necessary p~rt of school 
life today. 
CHARLES ANDREWS 
Editor-in-Chief 
Las 
Memor1as 
1929 
ROLLl CHAMBLISS 
Literary Adviser 
In this , the fourth volume of Las Memorias , the staff has endeavored to 
place those things that have meant most to us as students here and at the same 
time have presented a running theme portraying something of the history of 
this city . We wish to take this opportunity to express our sincere appreciation 
for the untiring efforts of public-spirited citizens, the ones who have made 
Orlando what it is , without whose help this Annual would not have been 
possible. Also, it is here that we wish to try and somewhat thank the mem-
bers of the student body and the loyal members of the staff who have made this 
Annual what it is. It is hoped that it is a success , but that is for you to judge. 
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Memor1as 
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ALBERT L. BECHTOLD 
Business Adviser 
EDWARD S. OKRAY, Associate Editor 
WALTER JORDA , Art Editor 
BETTY JOHNSON, Literary Editor 
MARJORIE SPADER, Literary Editor 
JAMES LANG, Photograph Editor 
STANTON ALGEE, Snap Shot Edi1or 
MAC GRIGSBY, Snap Shot Editor 
SPENCER ADAMS, Organization Editor 
R UTH HEATON, Social Editor 
FELIX ELLETT, Athletics Editor 
ALICE REPPARD, Comic Editor 
R UPERT B. J ONES 
Business Manager 
ELIZABETH EASTMAN, Asso. Comic Editor 
BE HOLLOWAY, Junior Class Editor 
MARY ORMA H OPKJ S, Sophom ore 
Class Editor 
R OGER WICKER, Junior Class Business 
Manager 
ESCHOL MALLORY, Circu 'ation Manager 
GEORGE EZZARD, Associate Circulation 
Manager 
JEAN SPEIRS, Tgpist 
FLORENCE SEIBERT, Typist 
T ger Tales 
Tiger Tales is the literary magazine of the Orlando Senior High School. 
Started last year through the efforts of the adviser , Miss Eoline Everett, and 
the lovers of creative writing in the high school , it advanced rapidly and took 
its place in the school family life . 
When the staff of Tiger Tales knew that they would be the only publica-
tion in the high school during ' 29 besides the Annual , they immediately made 
preparations to enlarge the scope of interest and include many features which do 
not appear in a purely literary magazine . 
A regular Sporting Section , Personality Gallery, Tiger Tickles, Tiger Tat-
tles and Comment Section , found their places in this student publication. Be-
fore long the student body realized what was offered them and immediately 
" backed" the staff. 
Tiger Tales was -represented in New York City at the Columbia Scholastic 
Press Association Convention, March 8 and 9 by two delegates , while seven 
persons attended the second Annual Florida High School Press Conference in 
Gainesville. Tiger Tales was honored with a second rating i~ the Colur~ J 
contest. G~ \J f.-tK7C. 
The two delegates were Miss Everett and Madele Helms. Madele was 
elected by the staff to succeed the present editor-in-chief, Burnett Roth. For 
two years they have worked to start the magazine on the road to success and 
are fast approaching their goal-an All American publication. 
• 
QuiU and Scroll 
Eight students in 0. H. S. are enjoying almost the highest honor that can 
be bestowed upon a high school student-that of being a member of Quill 
and Scroll , National Honorary Society for High School journalists. 
For the achievement of this cherished goal, much actual labor must be 
engaged in since the membership qualifications are set on a high and exclusive 
standard. 
The local chapter of the National Quill and Scroll was first established in 
0. H . S. in 1926. During the period of three years which has followed , 
thirty-five 0 . H . S. students have been found eligible to membership , although 
all but eight members are now alumni. 
Although the chapter has been extremely active in the past two years , this, 
the third year , has proved more successful than ever before. 
Besides having a speaker at each monthly meeting , fostering a high school 
Poetry Societ co · · y by Burnett Roth to the Quill and Scroll 
gazme, and making plans for the publication of a book, " The Best Creative 
Writing in Orlando High School in 1928-29," the chapter is sponsoring under 
the editorship and ownership of Ed Mokray, the publication of probably the 
first official organ of a National Quill and Scroll Chapter, a pamphlet called 
" The Golden Quill. " 
The chapter is working especially diligently to win the big loving cup 
offered by national headquarters to the local chapter proving to be the most 
journalisticall y active in the nation. 
Membership requirements demand that a candidate must be a Junior or a 
Senior ; must be in upper third of this class; must have done superior work in 
writing, editing, or business management ; must be recommended by the com-
mittee governing publications and must be approved by the National secretary -
treasurer . 
Poe ry S c1e y 
When the idea for a high school poetry society became enrooted in the minds 
of several persons interested in poetry at the beginning of the 1929 school year, 
it met with a hearty response and twenty students gathered at the first called 
meeting. Largely through the efforts of Miss Eoline Everett, herself a lover 
and writer of poetry, this new society came into existence and grew to be one 
of the outstanding ones in 0. H. S. 
Being located in the heart of a center which is overflowing with famous 
writers and internationally known poets, the high school Poetry Society had a 
good deal of talent to pick from. Persons known throughout the country were 
present at each meeting and left the inspirations which carries aspiring writers 
onward toward the goal of success . Persons such as Professor Grover, Dr. 
Waddles , Dr. Badger, Dorothy Emerson, Stella Weston and others spoke to 
the Society. 
This is only the first year of the Society 's existence. At the very start it was 
made one of the chief aims of the Orlando chapter to start the formation of a 
State High School Poetry Society for lovers of creative writing. The first 
officers could not attain such a far distant goal , but they leave in t he hands of 
next year 's members a good substantial basis on which to build a more far -
reaching society. 
The first officers are: Burnett Roth, President.;_ Helen Humphries , Vice-
President , and Helen Johnso-;, Secretary-Tr~~~ 
Omicron Eta Sigma 
National Honor Society 
OMICR0 ET A SIGMA, the Orlando Senior High School chapter of the 
National Honor Society , has for two years had an outstanding influence on the 
spirit and morale of 0. H . S. Its purpose is , as stated in the constitution , " to 
create an enthusiasm for scholarship, to stimulate a desire to render service , to 
promote leadership , and to develop character." 
Miss Ruth Mier is the sponsor. 
Membership in the society is based on four considerations : scholarship-
student must be in the upper fourth of his class ; service-a willingness to serve 
the school in any way ; leadership-an initiative and ability to hold office ; 
character-such qualities as honesty , reliability , promptness. Members are 
chosen by a faculty committee consisting of : Mr. J. B. Brookhardt , chairman ; 
Miss Ruth Heathcock, treasurer ; Mr. L. A . Kirst , and Miss Elsie Padgett. 
Sophomores are not eligible to membership in the society. 
Officers of the society are: Curtis Stalder, president ; Helen Humphries, vice-
president ; and Marelle Denham, secretary. 
The senior members are Spencer Adams , Doris Cook, Thelma Barksdale, 
Sadie Brown, Evelyn Buckmaster, Clunette Churchwell, Robert Dann , Cath -
erine Drake, Elizabeth Eastman, Mary Fariss, Mac Grigsby , Amy Lawson , Elsa 
Lawson , Marguerite Goepel, Lillian Murphy, Esther Peffer , Emma Polzer, 
Mary Alice Summerville , Curtis Stalder , Calvin Tidwell, Marise Von Gal. 
The juniors are: Dorothy Aulls , Thelma Baker, Georgia Brown, Grace 
Berst , Marelle Denham, Dorothy Elston , James Haddox , Made le H elms, H elen 
Humphries, Edna James, H elen Johnston, Elizabeth Stalder , Annie Sunderson , 
Doris Tracy. 
:,. St den Cabinet 
A need was felt by the authorities of the school for a governing body com-
posed of students. To this end Mr . Walker called the officers of the classes and 
formed what became known as the Student Cabinet. 
This group of outstanding students was organized, George Karel as Presi-
dent , Felix Ellett as Vice-President , Jean Delfs as Secretary, Mary Norman Hop-
kins as Treasurer. 
After things had been working a while , the need of an enlarged body pre-
sented itself. Accordingly , the presidents of the Boys ' Hi-Y , Girl Reserves, and 
Varsity Club were elected to membership. 
At the present time a constitution is being adopted which , it is hoped, will 
be the backbone of student activities in school · for the years to come. 
The Cabinet has been active in working out many student problems. 
Among them are the establishment of the monitorial system, the establishment 
of an activities room, where a lost and found department is maintained, as well 
as takng care of student mail. 
A special committee of the Cabinet has been designated as the " honor court ," 
which takes care of school problems when these problems deal with individuals . 
Another outstanding achievement of the Cabinet was the establishment of 
information and registration booths throughout the city for those attending 
the Florida Educational Association Convention. 
eba e Team 
" To speak well is power. " Realizing this , the administration this year has 
placed debating on a par with other subjects in the Curriculum by giving one-
fourth of a credit to those who participated in the State triangular or district 
debates. This is a preliminary step in the establishment of a public speaking 
department in the school with a full-time coach and full credit to those taking 
the course. 
The teams this year have added laurels to the school by winning both trian-
gular debates unanimously and making a creditable showing in the district final. 
The subject, " Resolved that Muscle Shoals should be owned and operated 
by the United States Government ," was so skillfully handled by a negative 
team composed of George Ezzard.__.~~~urnett Roth that a unanimous decision 
over Winter Garden was given them. On the same ay, the affirmative team 
composed of Charles Andrews and Janet Richmond, also won a unanimous 
victory over Eustis. One member of each team, George Ezzard and Janet Rich-
mond , were chosen to represent the school in the final district contest held at 
Deland , February 19. 
0. H . S. was defeated by Barberville by a vote of two to one . Great credit 
is due this team since they were defeated by a small margin by a team which 
took second place in the State Contest and one member of this team was also 
a member of a team which won the same honors for Barberville last year. 
Mr. Wells, History instructor, was coach of the teams. Otis May and 
Robert Stevenson were alternates . 
ars1ty Club 
W . H. SPIERS, President ; CAROL LA GSTON, Vice-President ; AL ROGERO, 
Secretary-Treasurer ; COACH L. E. DAVIDSO , Sponsor. 
The Varsity Club is the select organization of Athletes in O rlando High 
for boys. Only athletes who have made their " O " in some bra nch of athletics 
are eligible for membership. Letters are awarded in Football. Basket-Ball, 
Baseoall , Swimming, and Track. 
The purpose of the C lub is to create a finer loyalty towards athletics, insure 
sportsmanship , and promote clean athle tics in every way possible . 
The work of the Club is varied , the election of team manager is done by 
the Cl ub . Also, this yea r, the members started the practice of electing sponsors 
for all of the football games played in Orlando. The Cl ub members also 
assisted in the founding and organizing the Dads ' Club. 
This Club is in its fourth year and its membership bas increased each year. 
MEMBERS 
Spiers, Rogero, Langston, U . Yochum, Goggans, McCarthy , Karel, Ballen-
tine, Delaporte , Maynard, Long, Price , Vestel, Hotchkiss, Horner, Gheer, 
Goodwin, Brenen , Adams, Waite, Hook, C. Caldwell , Pearson, Ishie, Caldwell , 
Fairfield , F. Yochum , P. Yochum, Ivey , Jones , Ellett, Taylor , Young, Roth, 
Snider. 
Girl Reserves 
The members of the Eunice Delaney Chapter of the Girl Reserves have 
especially endeavored to live up to their purpose, " To find and give the best ." 
A very attractive program was planned at the beginning of the year by 
Miss Everett , the chief adviser , and Clunette Churchwell, chairman of the Pro-
gram Committee. The theme was " The Treasure Chest," and the program was 
printed in the shape of a treasure chest . A beautiful verse by Sara Teasdale 
appears as an explanation at the beginning of the program: 
Into my heart's treasury 
I slipped a coin 
That time cannot take 
Nor a thief purloin. 
Oh, better than the minting 
Of a gold-crowned king 
Is the safe-kept memory 
Of a love! y thing. 
Girl ese ves 
The Club has done some outstanding things in the field of social service. 
Several baskets of food and clothing were given to the storm sufferers following 
the hurricane in Southern Florida . At Christmas , twenty-seven baskets of food 
were given , with the _help of the home-rooms, to needy families in the city. 
Some of the most interest ing programs were the Book-Character Costume 
Party, the Valentine Banquet in honor of the Boys ' Hi-Y Club , and the Feast 
• of the Dolls , a World Friendship meeting. 
Last summer the club sent two delegates to Rockbrook Camp at Brevard, 
North Carolina, and the meetings have been made more interesting and bene-
ficial by the inspirations which these girls received there. Also a delegation was 
sent to a Week-End Conference at Tarpon Springs , in December . 
This year is the first year that the club has been a Certified Club, and being 
one has added a new zest and enthusiasm to the work. 
To make certain that the club and the things which have been done this 
year will not be forgotten , a beautiful memory book has been made in which 
memoirs of each occasion are kept. 
----- ~ --
Allegretto C uh 
HELE P 'PooL President 
HAZEL JONES Secretary 
DORA MOSELEY Treasurer 
Mrss ALICE Wooo . Adviser 
The Allegretto Club is a club composed of the girls of the Music Depart-
ment of Orlando High School. The purpose of the Club is to sponsor all 
worthy musical enterprises of the school. The Club also has aided all musical 
delegations from the school in the past years. This year the Girls' Glee Club's 
trips to Ocala and Tampa were made possible by the aid of the Allegretto Club, 
which raised the necessary funds by having candy sales, etc. 
The . music department expresses its appreciation for the work that this 
club has done this year. 
Boys' Glee C uh 
FIRST TENOR 
LEONARD BLANKNER 
ALEX HUME 
ROBERT NORMA DEAU 
SAMS IDER 
LOUIE HAND 
E. F. TILLSO 
SECOND TENOR 
MA TT BALLENTINE 
LUCIAN JONES 
VERNON LONG 
STANLEY GRIFFIN 
ROBERT STOWE 
URBAN TIGNER 
JAMES LANG 
HAYDEN MCAFEE 
BARITONE 
BASS 
JOE McLAIN 
GERALD NORMAN 
CHARLES WIEGMAN 
DEXTER WARD 
BURL FUGHATE 
ROGER WICKER 
McGLOHN McCARTY 
WALTER WEEDEN 
STANTON ALGEE 
0 c esra 
G. Mo ROE PATCH, Director 
First Violin 
WINIFRED AMBROSE 
MERLE BROSCHE 
WILLIAM TUBBS 
RE WICK LEWIS 
Clarinets 
WALTER LAING 
LEONARD HAGER 
Base 
WALTER GIELOW 
Second Violin 
JEA SPEIRS 
ADOLPH BOR 
MILDRED PROCTOR 
EVELY SMITH 
Flute 
MARGUERITE KNICKERBOCKER 
Baritone 
NELSON MENGES 
Percussion 
Pianist 
JACK CARTER 
GLE N BROWN 
( 
Ba d 
G. M. PATCH , Director 
-Clarinets 
WALTER LAING 
EUGENE MEREDITH 
EDWIN GENERO 
CECIL GHEER 
LESLIE HARRIS 
SIDNEY FIELDS 
SAMUEL KANNER 
Saxophones 
EDITH AYERS 
BILLY ARNOLD 
HOWARD JACOBS 
Obre 
WILLIAM TUBBS 
Piccolo 
MARGUERITE KNICKERBOCKER 
Drums 
Cornets 
V IRGINIA COOLMAN 
T. C. BRANNON, JR. 
Altos 
BATES COLE 
WOODROW BROKAW 
Trombones 
BEN WEIR 
TOM PARKINSON 
Baritone 
NELSON MENGES 
Basses 
WALTER GIELOW 
GLENN BROWN 
MAC GRIGSBY 
KENNETH MEDLOCK 
Orlando Junior Aeronautica C uh 
One of the first Junior Aero Clubs in the state of Florida was organized here 
in the spring of 1928 with the purpose of spreading a knowledge and creating 
an interest in aviation among the youth of today. 
With the help of the school board , an airplane and two motors were secured 
from the United States Navy station at Pensacola . These have been set up for 
instruction in the mechanical part of the plane. 
At the various air meets which were held here, the dub has been given the 
task of cleaning the visiting ships and helping around the airport. Besides the 
Or ando Junior Aeronautica C uh 
practical information gained, members of the club usually got a trip up for 
their service. 
The club has been ably sponsored by Mr. A. L. Bechtold of the Senior 
High faculty who has been invaluable in the business end of the organization. 
Many of his suggestions have been put into practical usage. 
Mr. George B. Patterson, a former Army test pilot and now a city commis-
sioner, has lead in many discussions on the different parts and instruments of 
the airplane. 
The Hi-Y Club has 
been an established in-
stitution in 0. H. S. 
for twelve years . Dur-
ing this time its sole 
purpose has been "To 
create, maintain and ex-
tend throughout the 
school and community 
high standard of Chris-
tian Character." The 
slogans of the club are 
" clean living, clean 
speech, clean scholarship 
and clean athletics. " 
President 
CHARLES A DREWS 
Vice-President 
MAC GRIGSBY 
Secretary 
BURTO ROGERS 
Treasurer 
CLAUDE DALEY 
Advisers 
W. A. DAVIS 
G. H . MAY 


Seminole Players 
A disturbing solution of molecules mixed with the atoms of hoboes and 
farmers , old men and women, suddenly burst forth in a terrific explosion when 
the Seminole Players had their annual kid party. 
The Seminole Players is an organization of selective students in 0. H . S. 
who are interested in dramatic art work, and who love fun and laughter. It 
was organized at the beginning of this year by Miss Mildred Murphy, the dra-
matic instructor in the high school , who has done such splendid work. 
The Seminoles have done countless things this year. Through Miss Mur-
phy they have had charge of chapel programs, and for the first time in the his-
tory of the high school have made a season's run of interesti~g programs. 
Their clever ways of advertising special games and occasions in the high 
school will never be forgotten. Who doesn ' t remember " Doc" Carruthers 
when he ran out on the stage dressed as a freak in the new Orange and White 
basket-ball breeches ? Or Runt Fairfield, Sammy Kanner , Bobby Caldwell and 
L ucian Jones on the Toonerville Trolley ? All this has been made possible 
by the organization and Miss Murphy. 
At this unique annual party which was held at the home of May Dorse·y 
soon after the mid-term, several contests were held as an air of joviality lingered 
in the air. Red heads seemed to be the hottest things on the dance floor as 
" Red" Carruthers, president of the society, and Mildred " Red" Coffman , won 
the dancing contest. 
The other officers of this interesting and entertaining society are : Evelyn 
Adams, Vice-President and Charles Andrews, Treasurer. 
-J nior C[ass Play 
"UNDER TWENTY" 
" Under Twenty," a clever three-act comedy drama, was presented by the 
Junior Class , December 14 and 15 , 1928, and proved to be a brilliant success. 
Much credit should be given to Miss Murphy for her splendid direction of the 
play and her ability to pick an able and entertaining cast. 
Evelyn Adams as Peeks Farnum, the kid sister, could change her audience 
from laughter to tears , and with her dog, Bozo, completely captured the hearts 
of all. Ida Farnum, the erratic society mother , was very ably played by 
Aileen Wood and Lucian Jones played the role of the father , Russell Farnum, 
who was continually being upset by the pranks of his wife and children. Edna 
Martin, the sweet petite older sister of the play, who presents a lovely picture 
of femininity , and her lovers, Ted Rutherford and Donald Brown, played by 
Roger Barker and Warren Hunt, added much interest and romance to the plot . 
Marie Tate, in the role of Diana Edgerton, the wealthy vamp, lent much sophis-
tication to the cast. The comedy characters were well played by Carolyn Per-
kins as the Irish maid and Bobby Caldwell as the house detective. 
Special entertainment and music was given between the acts. The " Junior 
Sunshine Girls," Dorothy Aulls, Sadie Arbuthnot , Edna James, and Doris 
Tracy, dressed in the costume of ' 49 , sold paradise candy in the audience , and 
Rae Baker and George Ezzard gave a negro dance between the first and second 
acts . The entire performance was one of great cred1t both to the Junior Class 
and the Seminole Players. 
Sophom e Cass lay 
" THE LOTTERY MAN" 
One of the most outstanding features of the Sophomore Class of ' 29 . was 
the play entitled " The Lottery Man" given under the direction of Miss Mildred 
Murphy, who is the Dramatic Director in 0 . H . S. and well known for many 
entertaining productions which she has presented during the past years. 
The part of the Lottery Man was an exceedingly novel one. It winds 
around Jack Wright, who owes his employer a small amount of money. Wright 
agrees to arrange a scoop and creates a disturbance throughout the country with 
his novel idea. 
He proposes a 1ottery with himself as the prize . Naturally a furor occurs 
among the old maids who storm him when they discover he is ' 'The Lottery 
Man ." The method in which he escapes this unfortunate calamit y, which to 
him means the end of things , is interesting and very amusing. 
The members of the cast :filled their individual parts with great success. 
The male lead taken by Bob Stowe impersonating Jack Wright , (probably 
better known as " The Lottery Man") was played with exceeding cleverness and 
ability. 
The part of " Lizzie," the old maid, as played by Dorothy Stults was a riot 
of fun and humor. 
Thomas Barton played the part of " Foxey" Peyton, and deserves special 
mention for his part which was played faultlessly. 
An outstanding bit of characterization was done by Marice Cheesman , who 
took the part of the sophisticated , old mother, who is forever try ing to reduce 
and also fool people in regard to her age. 
Lois Hazel , a bewitching little brunette, supplied the love interest to the 
plot. 
The remainder of the cast included : Ann Tegder , Mae Dorsey, Fred 
Waite, and Adolph Born. 
Between acts a group of talented High School students added much to com-
plete an already enjoyable evening. Several fine vaudeville sketches were given 
which brought wild applause. 
Sen or Class Play 
MERTON OF THE MOVIES 
A Four-Act Comedy Drama 
By 
GEORGE S. KAUFMA and MARC CONNELLY 
Mer ton Gill . 
Amos G. Gashwiller . 
Elmer Huff . 
Tessie Kearns . 
Casting Director 
J. Lester Montague . 
Sigmond Rosenblatt 
Weller . 
His Cameraman . 
Harold Parmalee . 
The Montague Girl 
Beulah Baxter 
Muriel Mercer . 
Jeff Baird . 
Mrs. Patterson 
Mr. Walberg . 
Chauffeur 
Maid . 
CAST OF CHARACTERS 
HAROLD JONES 
. RANDOLPH CARUTHERS 
HARRY SYLVESTER 
. FRANCES MUNROE 
ALICE REPPARD 
. W . K. PRICE 
FELIX ELLETT 
DICK POMEROY 
LEO CALHOUN 
BILL DELAPORTE 
. ELOISE LANIER 
. CA THERI E DRAKE 
EVELYN BUCKMASTER 
ESCHOL MALLORY 
LORRAINE JONES 
WILLIE LEIBERMAN 
. URBA TIGNER 
ELI OR ESTES 
Nothing shows the progress of a city more than the change in appear-
ance of its streets from time to time. Compare this picture with the aerial 
view in the view section and see the difference. 
;,. 
l 
ROTH 
Ho s 
THELMA BAKER 
Winner 
Irving Bacheller Essay Contest 
1929 
FI AUST 
KAREL 
Guernsey Good Citizenship Cup Contest 
ANDREWS 

11 Wfi()'S WH0" 
Conventional and unconventional poses 
around the Campus 
Where Athletes excel 
Captain "Daddy" Kirst and his Million 
Dollar Senior High Sluggers 
Some things are possible others 
are probable 
Familiar Scenes in 
0. H. S. 
Col. Lindberghs in the 
making 
Ain't Nature Grand 
• 
--- ---------- - - - -
Spirit of 0. H. S. 
Be serious, Be Happy and 
live for ever 
10 
Some Pictures tell tales 
C ITY OF ORLANDO 
JAS. L GILES 
MAYOR 
Las Memorias, 
Orlando Senior High School, 
Orlando, Florida 
Dear Friends: 
0RLANDO,FLORIDA 
April 4th, 1929 
The Citizen~ at Orlando look to its future with t houghts 
only of success and achievement . Although Orlando is , today, the 
pride of Central Florida, its growth and possibilities are l imited 
only by t he efforts ·and attainments of the coming generations . 
Those of us who are today charged with the tasks of up-
holding t he standards of this great community will all too soon step 
aside to create positions to be occupied by the youth of today, and 
ff0rlandon is confidently and serenely sailing into t he mists of t he 
future )mowing that capable, energetic and wholesome helmsmen v1ill. 
guide its -de~~inies . · 
In your hands is the promise of Orlando ' ~ future. We ho pe 
for its continued develo pment to the end that it may become a great 
commercial center, its produce from surrounding rich acres being sent 
in many car loads daily, the liquid sunshine of our citrus crop 
supplying t hat part of t he world not endowed by nature to create t his 
glorious fruit. 
looking ahead to t he comins years we trus t to you and the 
future genera t i ons to suppl y adequate schools and churches to keep i n 
s tep with i ncreased 1)0::pulation, to keep t he parks lovely with t rees 
and f lowers , t o re place t he giant oaks vJhich go down in t he strugele 
with storm or t ime, to develop roads, make our airport t he center of 
aviation both in t lfe st 2.te and to points east ~d west, north and sout h , 
develop playgrounds, and to develop t he s piritual and moral life so 
t hat it will a t t r act desirable peo ple to come here and make t his their 
home and enjoy Go a.' s swishine . 
As Mayor of Orlando and on behalf of the City C~uncil I 
extend heartie st congr atulations to the graduating class of 1929 for 
its -accomplishments and for this splendid publication, I.as Memorias, 
·which combines your annual class book with a historical survey of your 
city . The best of wishes for success and ~appiness follow each of 
you as you step i nto t he future . 
~~ . Sincerely yours,~ 
~r . 
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JONES REACHES PARIS! 
Alice Reppard Flung 
Out of Skyscraper 
Alice Reppard, aetrds, is re• 
,,·ering from a slight attack 
of halitosis she sustained when 
she was :flung out of a 30-story 
w;ndow bv hH husband from 
their apartment on Doodad 
Lane , in what she says was a n 
attempt upon J,er life. She 
landed on her head. 
Robert Dann, her husband, 
who is kown as Broad,~ay's 
"Kight Club K ing," and Dick 
Pomeroy are being held for 
investigation, charged u;th 
vagrancy. 
Before Judge Andrews, Dann 
said, '' I ,,as in a pln:ful 
mood when I did it." Pom-
oy went to his defense by 
,uting t hat :Mi§s Reppard 
.arted it all to ad,·enise her 
new production, '' Cross-eyed 
Sally's Beau.'' 
Miss Reppa.rd 
Karel Touched 
She Finds 
Cupboard 
Intruder 
New Servant Says W. K. 
Price Left By Other 
Girl 
MEMPH[S- Because her 
·employer, Cathui11e Drake , 
who forbade her to entertain 
men in her house, found W. 
K. Price eoncealed iu the cup-
board of her kitchen, Jean 
Speirs, new servant , 
hailed into court. 
Q. Did you not promise Miss 
Drake that vou woulrl have no 
company in.her kitehenf 
A. Yes. 
Q. How did this man get 
there, then, 
A. I don't know. He must 
have been left there by the 
last gi rl. 
The court :i.djourned . . 
"I Did It for Kiddies," 
Swimmer Remarks 
Mi.s.s La.Nier 
PARIS-'' I did it for the 
kiddit-s," ,,-as the first remuk 
Harold Jones made upon com• 
pleting hi amazing feat of 
ao sing the Atlantic after 13 
hours and five seconds in his 
0~1·n contraption, the '' Sub• 
glider. '' His wife, formerly 
Willie King, greeted him with 
a re ounding smack. 
Tonight Jones will be 
handed a check for $25,000 by 
Sandy MacPherson, famou! 
Scotchman, who offered that 
sum to anvone who suecess-
lully swarri the ocean 1ror 
~(>w York to Paris - unde. 
weter . 
Accompanying the swimmer 
on his record-breaking trip 
were the Me.Jestlc, tour ro"·· 
boats, a CHI MES represent&· 
t ive, Bill Delaporte 's orches-
tra - "Red Devil Antagon• 
i ters, " and a euit of axle 
grea3e. His only nourishment 
was Durwood Young's brand Plans to Have Her 
Portrait Painted By Big Crowd Duckwo~h 
_ Invention 
of pickled pig feet . 
~ d • M R~MI exclusively in the 00 ·WJD ay OKIMES tomorrow .Jones ' hair-nJsing story ! A cha.nee 
m a Li!e-t ime for the bald' 
When int en-iewed by a 
CHIMES reporter as she was 
embarking on a voyage to 
"'urope, Kathrin:t Wurst, who 
centlv made a fortune in the 
11ght · wine business, said, 
"I'm going to Italy to have 
my portrait painted. I've 
looked O\"er the work of many 
American pain ten, and I don't 
like any of them. So I thought 
[ 'd go to It:ily and try some 
of these old maeters I have 
heard ao mu ch about. " 
She left on the B.ose Ra.msey, 
her yaeht. 
Jokesmith 
Is Honored 
DE'J'.ROIT - :McGlohon Mc-
Carthy, assorted sugar :md 
salt tras-eling salesman, was 
honored today for knowing 
more jokes than any other man 
attending the rally of road-
men here. 
McCarthy is being swamped 
with inYitations to attend stag 
parties and golf banquets. 
Professor Makes 
Startling Find 
CRESENT CITY-Professor 
M. Arendt of renown as a 
mathematician, eame out yes· 
terday with the startling an-
nouncement that two and one 
do not always make three, but 
th&t ometimes they make one 
(too many) . 
Lecturer Is Escorted 
Down Main Drag 
by Cadets 
PEKl N'- An unprecendented 
welcome was given George 
Karel whl'n he landed here 
yesterday tp lecture on "Why 
Girls Leave Home.' 1 Thou-
sands cheered him on the way 
to the P resident's Palace 
i,·he.re he will stay during his 
short five year visit in this 
city. 
Escorted · by cadets on coal 
white horses, Karel slipped 
down the main drag which w~ 
bordered by a crowd estimated 
at 1,932 rows deep. Auto· 
mobile sirens shrieked eon· 
tinuously, and there was a 
brass band every two blocks. 
Is Amazing Name Another N. t d P-1.ti .. _ oe 0  c1an 
Divorce Action Being 
Brought Againit 
Dancer 
CHICAGO- B i 11 y Duck-
worth was a,varded a patent 
fo r an invention which prom-
ises to revolutionize t he coun-
try's mailing system. Re has 
disco,ered a way whereby a 
card can be attached t o a 
Broadway owls bege n to 
cha at their owl song-'' Who t 
Whof"-when they learned 
letter which the recipient is that Roger Goodwin m~y name 
asked to return ii he doesn't more tban one co•r(>spondenl 
get the letter. when he brings divorce :!ction 
against Eloise LaNier, dancer, 
"The government can now who can aheke all the seeds out 
abolish its Dead Letter Office," of a grau skirt in 10 seconds 
he is quoted as sa.ying. Rat . 
His old crony, E schol Mal-
lory, merchant, greeted him 
with open arms. 
Mr. K:nel was touched b y 
the huge mob, somebody bor-
ro,nd five dollars. 
Burton Rogers. Goodwin's 
attorney, filed in Ci rcuit court 
Roger 11 answer to the quiver 
queea 's own divorre action. 
Goodwin accuaes '' Shimmy" 
Eloise of Jplinterin g a tooth-
pick over his head, causing 
him to have fallen arehe1, and 
miss two grades in school. 
By E. Eastman 
~ef uses to Run 
HOUSTON - "I do not 
choose to run , jump, leap , or 
walk; in !'art I will not e\'en 
st rain a muscle to have myself 
nominated in the next pres· 
id(>ntial election,'' was the an• 
nouncement given out by Zol:t 
Hotchk iss, prominent politi · 
cia n, th rough her secretar~·. 
E mma P olzer. 
Wi th Miss Hotchkiss ' with -
drawal this lea,,es onlv 45l ,-
768,37t candide tea . · 
Long Life 
Secret Out 
WA H INGTO - Congrus-
man Leo Calhoun, when inl(>r-
viewed on his thirty-second 
birtt1da.y wa, asked, "To what 
do you attribute your loni 
life I" Whereupon he sneered, 
''To the- fact that in my 
youth I contracted an incur-
able ailment, and spent my 
whole l ife nur11ing it." 
Miss J onei Speak, 
Under Auspicei of 
Street Departm~ 
KALAMAZOO- Marguerite 
Jones, under the auspires of 
the Kalamazoo 8tr<'et Cl<'an• 
ing Department, deJive re1l thl' 
unavoid:ible talk over raf1io 
station ICU on the "Roman-
t ic Tendencitt in t he Sorgh um 
l nd11s t ry. " 
2 THE NEW YORK CHIMF.S 
HITS SWEETIE ITH PIPE! 
Felix Ellett, Alias 
"Handsome Harry," 
Is Held 
A<'cused of attacking pretty 
S6-yea r old Alice )lann with 
a 52-foot lead pipe last night, 
Felix: Ellett, alias '' Handsome 
Harry," is being held without 
ba il for investigation. 
According to the girl, Ellett 
persisted in attempting t!) 
force his attentions upon her; 
as a result of the attack, she 
has a '' Charley horse'' in her 
left ankle. 
"I'll get her yet I " the 
pris,.,ner threatene. 
Find Big Hog 
ManLaughing 
Charles Peterson, the big 
Pig and Hog man, had a new 
thrill yesterday along about 
the time the reports from the 
Jive stock market trickled in 
on the radio at his home on 
Knockwood A\·enue. They must 
have been favorable, H is said, 
for he felt so prosperous that 
he put on a n!'w pair of flannel 
pajamas and retired. 
Patrolman Tornstrom, while 
passing the house, was the first 
to notice the wa\·es of laugh-
. ter coming from the environs 
of the rudder-footed pork 
l'ater. He surmised that it 
was the new pajama down 
that was tickling the boy, and 
he waited until he finally went 
, sleep. 
rornstrom said he snored so 
,udly that he was sure Peter-
~on had burned out a bearing. 
Mae Allison-I beard that 
Dickens worked two weeks on 
one line. 
Vivian Burns-That .'s noth-
ing, I know a fellow that 
worked ten years on one sen-
tence. 
They laughed when Ruth 
Heaton spoke to the wait!'r in 
French. How come f Eecnuse 
she says, "demi tasse," and I 
snys, '' Okay-do )'.OU ~ant 
coffee alsot" 
. Ellett &nd Mann 
This Theory Favored 
by Dr. Edward 
Buerk 
NEWARK-'' I believe the 
Germans are right when they 
say that a person gets to re-
-who promotes anything as semble what he eats,,, de-
long as he has enough custom-
Terribly Tired 
Thumbers Still 
Hot and Strong 
DAYTONA-Burnett 
ers-is the sponsor of a tid- clared Doctor Edward Buerk 
The News 
in Tabloid 
Staton Algee, law student 
extraordinary, has · recently 
passed the state bar examina -
tion . Algee states that he has 
not yet decided just whid bar 
he will tend. 
Peterson Wins 
.Sign Contest 
dly,wink marathon <'ontest, in after an extended trip to Betty Johnston reports that 
which the Mnr,· Lanier.John G the stingiest person she knows 
J ermany. is Frances Riddle who buys 
Harris team is leading. h k 
The Terribly Tired Thumb- "Why'" he continued. "I ~/!!<'~r:~ ~resr ~?! ct~~~e~~lf 
ers started playing a year ago can pro\·e it by this instance: 
and ;re still hot and going I on<'e li\·ed in Miss Rebecca 
strong, except Marise \"OD Gal Stimpson 's boarding house in 
and Lucy Sanders who dropped which we were fed on hot dogs 
In the Madison Square 
Garden, Sherard Warde will 
give a lecture tomorrow night 
on '' Why People Become 
Cross-eyed, and How to Cure 
It.'' 
Today's winner of $1,000,- out yesterday. every day. After a month all 
000,000 in the OHIMES con- The Louise W('aden-Fred of us commenced to gro~vl!" 
test for the cleverest sign in Godfrey pair continue to hold 
an ele\·ator goes to Emmet second place after totaling, 
Peterson, who operates a <'Br up to press time, 8,402,649,732 
in the huge one-story Dennard points, only approximately a 
Gibson Bu ilding. million behind the leaders. 
The si~ reads: "Emmet They anticipate tying the 
takes you up, an<I Emmet winning t('am within the next 
takes you down-d on't forget 52 days. 
Emmet when Christmas comes (Continued on page 23) 
aroun '.'' 
Dance Draws 
Huge Crowd 
Latin Love 
Her Choice 
J\CIAMI-Mrs. Claude Daley ATLA~TJC CITY _ Her 
Will Frances 
Do It Again? 
"Xo husband likes to be 
treated like a dog, '' de<'lared 
Hayden McAfee in a sermon 
yesterday at the Big Church 
Around the Corner. "You 
can't feel dignified in a wo-
man's lap!'' 
Hazel Jones admits she loves 
CHICAGO-They •re marry- to read advertising blotters. 
''They're so absorbing!'' 
ing off Frances Monroe again 
-despite her insistl'nce that 
two divor!'es cured her of Walter Jordan, Chemist, 
says the first alcohol ever dia-
matrimony. tilled was Arabian, which may 
This time, a!'cording to re- explain those nights. 
was hostess y!'sterday after- taste for Lnt in love•making ports, the "tomboy of the 
~oon at her home at a delight- ll'd Mrs. Enlyn KPl'ne Hand 'talkies'" is to be the bride Ju~::;:!a ;:~~~:ns
0
!a~;r!:o~: 
ul tea ·dance honoring the into the nmorous adventures of Paul Cox, "playboy of the nia" last evening. o refrtsh-
Misses Hannah Dean and whi ch \\"<'re actepled as proved loop.•' It will be a com pan- men ts were served. 
Elinor Estes. by <'ourt of chancery bt:.r~. 
About fifty stags and four 
couples were in attendance to 
enjoy the dancing. Music was 
furnished by the Sunday 
Graveyard Grooms. Only two 
ankles were broken. 
Lonely 
Hearts 
.' WANTS A :&EAL BOY 
FRIEND 
· Lonely Hearts: I am a 
young Amerfoan girl 72 years 
old, of . the Spanish type. I 
Chancellor Young granted 
Louis Hand, invest me n t 
brok<'r, a preliminary decree. 
Alphonse Magni Firer, restau-
rant o,,;ner, was .o.amed as co-
respondent. 
During the trial Mrs. Hand 
,vas quoted as making the en-
thusiastic avowal: 
ionate marriage, fri ends say. 
Club Queen 
In Court 
LOS ANGELES-Bored and 
sleepy at having to appear at 
"These Italians can cer- the uncivilized hour of 11 a. 
tainly love; I know what I'm m., Jeanne 9arter came to the 
talking about!" 
=========== 1 Court building to give evi-dence concerning ch e ck 1 
the air last week. I am a forged in her name. 
lonely widowi, good looking 
and only 16 years old, and Resplendent in, amo1J6 other 
things, a fitch coat and a 
would like to bear from a 
refined widower . a.bout the powder blue hat, and orna-
Lillian Murphy, Scotchwo-
man, is divorced. She is said 
to be so tight that even her 
Scotch husband was ashamed 
of her. 
Vinci! Lewis, who is being 
held at Bing Sing for life aen-
tence, is enjoying good exer-
cise every day and is In the 
beat of company. He may be 
reached by addre111ing the 
governor of the state. 
In a special interview, Helen 
Provoat, statistician, 1tate~ 
that we'll becom a free coun· 
try after all, as at the present 
rate of increase, there will be 
a divorce for every marriage. 
,--------------. 1 would like to , lrt!ar from a 
Spanish_ young .mall who _will 
be sincere. I ·have just had 
a <tisappointment, antl would 
appreciate hearing from some 
one to · ke!!p .· me . from being 
lonely. 
mented with pearls and a 
same age who will be a real diamond pin, Jeanne, night 
DA.IL¥ CHIMES 
Published once too often 
somewber_e for p;,ople who 
tl1ink they think at $127.32 
per copy-PAY O MORE! 
Thit publication, edited 
by Edward Sherman Mo·k-
ruy, f, a mern.ber of the A. 
P. C. A. and W. D. B. 0. 
Vot.1 New York, 1939 No. I 
·-..:...Sarah_ Morehouse 
pal and appreciate . honeat club queen, owner of the ex-
friendshi~ •. 
clnsive "W h o o p e e Club," 
-Margy Goe~el ducked the cameramen on her 
arrival and departure and 
THE FOUR MUSTARD- would have nothing to say. 
STEEltS?. 
Dorothea Normandeau won 
$.00001 given by Bania for a 
new national anthem. She sub-
mitted "I'm Looking at ·the 
World Through Rose Colored 
Glaue■." 
WON'T YOU PLEASE Lonely Hearts: Four South- _are very, very lonely. Pleaae "Prohibition may be a joke 
WB.ITE? ern young men, age■ from 25 write at once, we •re bard up to 1ome . people," said Billy 
Lonely ·He11rts: . Lonely to 132 years, would like to against it. Pearaon during an addrellS, 
hearts is something ·. I never meet fo11:r girls who ·enjoy -Minter, Malecky, ~Feidt, ''but peo~e will have to 
- admit that it'• pretty dry 
- ---------__J had until I gave my boy friend d~ncing anj good show,. · Wo Norri■ h_ll;lllor. " 
1 
THE NEW YORK CfflMES 
ALL EYES ON XMAS BATTLE 
Looney Tosser Line-
Up Still Undecided 
FORT CHRISTMAS- The 
Black ~od Blue roi11 tossers of 
this metropolis will battle the 
Looney iosst-rs for the world ·s 
rhamp1011ship t itle which will 
be at srn ke tomorrow. 
M□ nager "Fr:rnkir" Lrll·i• 
predic s a million dollar gal e, 
and a t i)?bt p::ime. :iHbough 
the Bbclc a n<l Bluc te :1n1 is 
rloprd to win. 
.. DPa ,1 Eye" George Pr,m • 
,•Pd 11:in "ill !rail tla r F ort 
Christ 111:is :iggrrg-at ion and 11·il I 
b~ supported by'' C'omc ('los~'' 
,·op1·r ~11 ,l " Fight ing"' Porter. 
Th e Loone~· p..-nn~· slingt-rs are 
und,,, u\e ◄ l as to th ri r st:irt ing 
lineup. 
Kissing ls 
Recreation 
,r;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::== ---=::::-
Cal Tidwell Breaiu l 
Endurance Records Club Members 
TAMPA-Clllvtn Tidwell, 
broke all I'lorlda records Hurt m· Gyn1 
for endurance S'W1mming by 
staying in tbe wa.ter for 
twelve boun. 
He demonstra.ted his abil-
ity for three mlnat.es every 
day for t'11'o hundred and 
forty da.ys, 
Randall In 
Berlin Now? 
WhilE' "<t"ide sea rch has been 
rnnd~ in the <"Our1try for a 
purlgy, muscular Germ:in who 
po,ed as a hea \' :·...-l'ight boxer 
hne soml' dec:idl's ago, this 
m::in. reputed to be a model 
for bl'er barrel,. e.-idently has 
reachrd his natin• lanil, sina 
a newspaper :ii ham! rea,h: 
'~[:il eol m Rand:111 Kno<"k! Out 
Rudi Wagner In Berlin. ' 
Fi ... e members or the Venus 
Athletic Association were in-
jured yesterday in the club's 
gymnasium. 
Albert Biordi, Howard 
Bandy, nnd Jack Scott euffered 
fractured skulla u a. resu lt of 
dl'ep knee bending . 
The other two, James Hor-
ner and Ima Poop t, sprain.ed 
their wrists \\"hile stretching 
tht>ir arms :ibo\'e their heeds. 
Miss Higgins 
Gets Fortune 
Rare Plant, "Verb,'' 
Will Be Dwetted 
Word comes from Mia-
slsa.l ppl to tbe effect that 
Aur& Rooth, BJ)ODIIDr of tbr 
Parlv Woo Clnb, made up 
of ber chemistry studentr 
at U"llu:m UDlvenlty, will 
' dissect a very rare plant 
tbe '' Verb. '' 
All adent.lfic eyee are 
focused on tbill e::qHSrimaut 
75,000 See 
Lerch Win 
HOBOKE~-Before a ho.,..-L-
ing mob of 75,000 E,·erett 
Lerch beat Harry Syh•eateT 
in their annual checker-board 
classic-after Sylvester re· 
tu ed to play on necount ot 
rough tactics in the aecon cl 
round, it is alleged. 
,__ _________ __. 1 Stanley Bumby, referee, said, 
J · La "The game couldn't ha,·c ames ng been more fairly fought. ' I 
Lereh ,.-ill next play th e 
I R ded ehampion woman che(ker S ewar player, Elsa Lawson here to-
A'I'LA::--TA-Becaase of hi 
se n •iees to 011e-arm paper 
bangers iafected with the 
SEven-year iteh, James Laag 
was awarded yesterday the 
Elsie Barber Pu blic Service 
Rubber Hershey Award by a 
representati,·e of the Society 
for the Prevt>n tion of Cruelty 
to Animals. 
morrow. 
Wright Sick, 
Program Ofl 
Mae Grisby, conductor o1 
the R il ar ious Phoney Or ches · 
t ra , regrets to state that o"·ing 
to the sickness of Edward 
Wright who plays the kettle 
r------------, ldrums, the program at the 
TODAY'S 
HOROSCOPE 
Bv Roberta. Murrell 
armory ·.,.;11 be postponed until 
a further date. 
SKELETON ILL; NO 
ANATOMY CLAS.5~ 
WINTER PARK, Fla.-Thi! 
By James Imburgia QUESTIONS 
and 
ANSWERS 
}.[JAMT - Lorraine Higgin~ 
was :i"·arded U,-13,,952.08 by 
Yrrnon Lo ng, president o1 the 
Long ~hoe Company, for her 
lllt'tho.t of rubberizing pie 
rrusr ~o that it ,~ould not It would be wise to keep on 
sh r ink when eooled. the straight an d narrow path 
for those born on this day as 
Laboratory classes in anatomy 
at Rollins College will not 
meet this week on account oe 
lhe illness of the skeleton, 
Keen Gist. 
C L E \- E L .-\. X D-· ' ~[ost 
people regard kissing - th e 
popular indoor sport- as a dr-
grailing practice, but I , ... ganl 
professional kis~ing :is :i re-
cre:ition of the highest type,•' 
said Al Rogero in lln inter• 
, ·iew. "O1,1-timt>rs st ill insi>t 
on pl □ :·ing 'pillowe:ise.' It is 
1rprising that the g:imP is 
;till played. Ho"·ever, there 
is a modern tendency to sub-
stitute the rear st'at of :in 
automobile for the one<' Jst>d 
pillow. Th e result is j11st t he 
By Clunette Churchwell 
De:ir Miss Churehwell: As 
:i guest :it Li llinn '.\lurphy' 
wedding, I am to we:ir a d::irk 
blue ch iffon dress. What should 
I wear on my head'!- Ruth 
L□ tta. 
Your hair. 
Dear 1[iss Chureb,.-ell: Wh:it 
saml' , e\·en more so. makes the moon shiner-Mary 
"Kissing, like football , has Hurkmer. 
its plays th:it should be strirfly Send stamped , self-a.ddreMed. 
mastered by the Io,·ers of the envelope and repeat question. 
game. or game lo\'ers . T he 
import:int sa:·ings th:i.t _hould 
be lt'arned :ire '\Ye're out of Dear Miss Churchwell : W 1U 
gas,'' Let's <l rh·e through the rou please- put me in 1oud1 
park,' and '] lo\·e ~·ou . ' with a tall , d:ir k, well-edu cate,\. 
"Thcst> \l'hirh evt>ry :·oung handsome ~-oung m:io who is 
woman should kn ow are ·J am \\-ealthy~ l am lonel~·.- SJ,l1e 
so rold,' 'You 're so cute-, Bro\l'n . 
strong, !tandsome, adorabh• or 
nire,' :is ihl' r:ise may bc; 
d o ' I Io,· e :· ou. ' ' ' 
Cutest 
Things 
I took m~- 15-ye:ir old daugla-
tn to thl' doctor to recei\·e 
:i treatment for a hoarse 
throat. "·hen we e:ime homt> 
a neighbor asked her what 
the dorter said. 
There ain't no such animal. 
but write to Russell Gheer , 86 
Hoosit Street, Hicks.ville, K y. 
Dt'ar :I.Ii s Chureh"·cll: Oc-
c □sionally [ ha,-e attack of 
indigestion. What <-Jn 1 <lo to 
rl'medy this cond1tion~-D:1isr 
Bradley. 
Try tbis e:a:♦rcise 1,000 times 
every morning : Kneeling, 
stretch right foot on left ear. 
Amy Lawson Has Date 
With Gordon Durrance 
"The doctor said l ha,·e :i ORLA);DO, FLA. - \\'h('n 
horse in my tliro:it and must Amy Lawson re turo('d from 
kt>ep it warm!., she nid. her first date with Gorden Dur-
rancl', who also had his fir t. 
Wa8D't that cute or her, the Amy celebrated b~· pla~·in;!: 
iarlingl "The End of a Perfect Da~·" 
-John Cadman on her phonograpb. 
Jones Quick 
At Figures 
BITHLO, FLA. -11 took 
Rupert Jones, producer of 
" Tin Pan All cy Follies," 6,-e 
minutes to p ie k chorus girls 
1 to arld to his company. :1.farg~• 
:Spa,Jcr, his st>cretary, sa:·s 
Jones is quirk :it figures. 
Gettier & Gettum 
Jailers 
Handcuff£ Rings 
and Pins 
ADVERTISE 
OUR 
PATRONIZERS 
I Don't Go to Coolman 's 
PHOTO SHOP 
Unless you want the 
Best! 
tbe planetary aspects frown on 
attempting to explore new 
patlls or wor ld! . 
These people, if men, will 
have to shave tbeLr l~ee un-
lees they wa.ct to gTow beards. 
Beeause they can hardly be 
consi dered normal, they 3.l'e 
not musical, therefore they 
pla)· saxophones. 
Persons born on today are 
\"ancy Ange , Kathryn Pack-
ard, Hugh Wallace and Esther 
Ptrfer . 
Why Do Scotchmen Wear 
It 'II be YOUR fault 
if you buy your shoes 
-at-
GRIN MORE BOOTEY 
& 
HOOF FIX SERVICE 
R Stimpson, Prop. 
Kilts? Here's Answtr l .. 13--B_un_ i_on __ B_u_n_g_a_i_o,_r .. 
BOSTOX - According to 
Doro hr Williams in one of , 1 
trrrslebe;~;::~ ~~:i;~::~\;~ca~ Go hay From i 
lnrg<' that they ca1tnot g... L . Th , 1 
them through :he legs of I ou1se omas I 
rousers . 
Stewed Arcade f 
PUT YOUR oocs 11 Candy Shop r 
IN I Rush More I Scream ! 
1
1 Home and W awred JI 
tG. Franklin's Boots. ' l ___ rc_es ___ ~ 
1 
Al 'T YOU ASHAMED! I 
W h~- a,·e your twmey when you C!ill bur a r 
new Ford I G1\·e HaRl.. a hand. :\[ent ion the 
Bank when buymg new e-.ar. 
( 1st) Irrational Tank & Bust Co. 
Some sar our st airs art 
100 long. hut it's not true 
as the~· just reach our floor . 
If they "ere shortc.-r, onr 
,·icttms \\Ould ha,·e to jump 
pan of th1"°way and that's I Hugh Wa.ll&ce, Pres. 
;~;;;~•;~Climb!! ! •-----·-B-I-TH-L◊_,_FL_A_. _____ _ 
NOTHING 
BUT -THE 
TRUTH! 
Vol 1 
DAILY CHIMES 
New Yor~ Monday, May ZS, 1939 
F l NAL EDIT I ON 
No. 1 
BABIES 
CRY AS PARENTS ASK DIVORCE 
Actress Denies Carruthers, Fixed Cabs Crash; 48 
Beating Husband Up in General, ~s Scotchmen Hurt 
_ Ready for Movies 
WASHIXGTOX-With eiitht 
of her babies rrying fo r <l ndd, I 
to come home , Mar~· B iitfortl. 
who off singe is kn own a s 
Juanita Mahrt or '.\!rs. Tl1oma < · 
K,t r ben, resumed her ,u it fo r 
divorce today in the S upre me 
Court . 
OCOEE, FLA. - Randolph 
Cnrruthers, actor, ha,· ing had 
th<' ynwn ing gap in his up er 
ja w bridged with a mess of 
d n<sy -look ing st a r t> trt> th, is 
now sa\· ing up to han• his 
1'111 11, no5e, e:irs and nrr hcs 
l1ft r d . 
Fred Conans Wins 
Laziest Man Title 
BLOOPSVILLE, UTAH . 
- Fred Goggans won the 
laziest man contest held 
here last night. 
The judges agreed tha.t 
he was so la..zy tha.t the 
only t ime people knew that 
he was a.l ive was when 
they be ard him snoring. 
6 Stetsonians 
Rushing from opposite direc-
tions at the terrific speed of 
e\'en miles an hour, two taxi-
cabs, manned by Bob Elder 
:ind H omer Fulle r, crashed 011 
Broadway. 
Among the 4 that we re ·in-
jured were Willie Leiberman, 
Nathaniel L ewis, Harold H all, 
E d w a r d Fishbar k, a o d 
"Sonny" L e,·ine. A II of them 
were Scotchmen. 
Hn hushnn<l will be cr o< , 
e:rnmin~d as to the nthek~ h is 
wif<, made on him when he 
rnme home earlt at sn·<'n on 
t hi' morning of May 3. 11 ,• 
r harges that J•rnnitn hit him 
tlu•n with a Hoosier kit r he n 
c- ahinet , causing him to haH 
,l1ny spells and headnr ht>5 . 
Kitchen furthn state ~ that 
,he even !hrew a dini11g table 
at him. 
Aft<' r that, it's.off to Holly· 
wood. it is rumorrJ, whrrr he 
1,:i ~ nccr pt r d Sprn~t'r ..\Jams' 
o 1\' r to :ippt> 3r in th<' prnny 
:irc:i ,le mo,·ies. The first pic-
t u r,' h.:- will mak<' is "Romeo 
:111 ,I Julirt. '' Nabbed in Act M. Norman 
!':he denies this, nnd nd,ls 
that at one time her husband 
tried to hit ht>r with an ;ix , 
but he claims this was only n 
boyish prank. 
K itchen and M ahrt 
Training_Hard 
For Last Stab 
Call For 
Team Is 
Answered 
DELA'.'\D-Six tetson Col• Graduates 
!cite students h3\'e been ap• 
prrhcnd r <l by the S tew-dent 
Affair~ Commi t tee tor break· ORLAXDO, FLA. (Special 
ing rulC's. ..\.II we re found to THE CHIM ES by radio)-
guilty :ind are listed on the M ike (Ge ra ld) Norma n, 28 
blottrr as Mat Ballentine, ~·ea rs old, was graduat ed from 
Meanwhile , the tots con· ~tnnley Griffin, John Harris, 
:'.\L.\.CO:X - l"rb:, n Tign.:-r is CHICAGO-Coach Irma Dil- M:irgy Collins, Bernice John· 
the Orlando St'nio r h igh chool 
Inst night with h is son, Mike. 
J r. tinue to ba\\·I! tr:iini11g faithfully for his l:ud of Crans l'niHrsity CO · ton, Elizabeth Dodds. 
Miss Kent 
Signs Up! 
NI ~uici ,lr ira111 is urcl a ca ll 
coming bout with Hollis Tur- fo r ,' nn rlidatrs, and morr than The first three ,·ictims were J. B. W alker , principal, who 
nr r next r<'ntury Tignr r r<'al - WO stud<'nts 
5
ucrumht'rl to thr guilty in the first degree of made the a nnou nceme nt, fur-
izrs that tliis is his l:1s1 stab lighting mat ches within the th<' r states that M r. Norma n 
:it the he:H· .n,·<'ight 1,tle anJ lure of th e nrs<'nic, th r pi~tol . three milr limit of the Main and hi~ son will together enter 
he is using<'' <'r." llH':ins known th <' razor :in,\ th e hempt>n Buil,ling. the latter three we re the F reshman cla~s at Rollin• 
to mo,krn tr:iinrrs to rt' du,·e rop<' . :ic,· us Nl of insubordination as College. 
h is br!'ad ba~k<'t. Capt n in "!\[.,,, Downrt is rega rds rntt>ring Hokum Hall 
The \\"ee,len Chew Plug l'rban u,r s th<' s tat,' mu,!- hopr ful for a s ucrrssful sr:i <on . h_v thr re:1r window as was 
Compnn ~ :innounred toda~· wn,·~ for his r?:iJ work. His '' I r an trll b_v thr mnn ia ,· .J.-, np l.i•t ~unJ:iy night about 
•hat tht' l.llt' SI rhc\\er torn· workouts tnk ,• liim 75 m il,•s glr :im in !hrir r _,·r~." <l1 r , 11.vl. rw1"" n'do,· k h _v an inmate who 
,lor,1<• th l' ir · · Lucky B1tr'" ,l n.t b :1t· k. With h r; ,ppr titr •'The onlv probkm i~ t h:it t hr re .. -irtt"S on the sr,·oml floor 011 
,·he ,\ ~ob:h 1 <' L> w145 nonC' oth -.' r rh u! ,vhr ttC'tl up, tlh1 ht♦e f b a t? ~i rl j, <'Sfh'ci alt~· )l:trir E:-.grr . th f' ~outh ,,·ing. 
tl, .111 :'.\l ~r,·r,lr Kr nt, th r t.ig ,·:ir r hr s th<' Ol,1 Harn· ron, gl't too r :irnrst in prac - llowt>,·rr, it was not ihe rn-
math s.' r an ,! yr gg "om:in from Hrs tr iinN. Ch irk! Trrn. ic,'. Th,' n w,, h:i,·r a lot of te ring thr rlormitory that in• 
Bed-Making 
Tilt Held 
K,,,im111;-,•, F11. wh!' re nh'n kn? w, lh:it 111 • ,h :i rg,• h :i ~ . '.l r oll<'g i:it,' r orp!l<', to g ,'t n il tPrr!t<',I th r jury, :i uthoritirs LOS A:--GELES-Yesterday 
~r •.' m -~ n an ,\ w .> rnen are gr r:lt '.\\O !Im ~ pun , h '.lnd i, of. " •a .,·, but thry gaH~ warning 
,·l,-,·a t .:> r .:> peratJr~. I ginng him pknt~ of Jumm~ nbout r:irrying win cl o \\' 
- -- I work ,_.rh'.ln "1~ p:ip,' r w,• i~h- A No. 1 Agate Agitators \\'(' ights to a t t:i r h to thr ~kirt, 
:i most intrresting nnd unique 
brd -making cont<"st was held 
under tl,c- auspires of the local 
cli:ipter of the Phi Phelta Thi. : ha mp 1on h , · , ·<>ar hut t''( .'t'S wht>nr ,·er ro~sibk. All th<' 
~hr~ F:ir1H-An,· gooJ j me w,•ight f~rt' NI tum into Vanquish Vassarite,s ,·rimin:il~ npp!'akd. 
• ,•·ll, l..ft ~ , 1 h<' h <'.1 •·., '"'•ght r :rnk'!. 
T h k ,• t !a J_,. t Lari ne J ones \ : 
Fred Clarkson, formerly :l 
Phi Swappa Towel man, won, 
Ytrg,nt:i Gra lu rn <ay s t h,1• ' u~1\e ,l\:1\~~~/ \ ~~t ~;.'l ~'li: : ,Ir;:,~· :~t~st;:;-l~owo~,·o~I,~ ~-~~ fixing a brd in 2;. se<'onds. 
1i;i n:i ry poi nt ~ Howard Jacobs w:is the offi• 
)l a r_,-Xo. I ·m not. bu• if ~h ,•r,· :i ~c ,.•n,, r,' . ow~ in ' h•' pLi ~ ing sup,• n or ! ,'i lrniqu,' a nd '.\l ,• r.
1
·
0
r
1
·~ Jlu1 ~1
11
·nson _ r-.~ l"i:11 starter, and Gerald Fridt, 
!---t.1 t e or ermvnt :h ·~n th , r,• 1 hea,Jwork a• all t,mr , !he " ' ' '- = 
11 '5 t h tt k,nJ of '.I ~how I n rr kitten 111 rhe ~ta!r '.i f in,·istblc ink. timer. 
1lv11 't "ant t o SN' 11 :inn,·:i ~· \\·_, on, ing Purpl r marble od<'t. lt>:id h~· 
the magnifiern Capt. Fr:tnds 
Flo •d F H • Ha rri s, .:-mrr1tNI fr om a fi C' rer · rl a armers aving ly r onteste•l · gam(' last y <' ar 
M h L k R t S \ ,nth thr Yass:ir S'JUa,1 :hrN' UC UC , epor s ay I :ig:it!'S, two rryst :ils, :rnrl fi,·r 
immics to thr 1100,l. thus gi\"• 
' ing the •ram from t ht> Purplr 
OYIEDO - Bob Warner . I an,I S:t\"Nl h im th<' ,~ark! hills a ,Jt>ridrrl ad,·an :igc ,n 
farmer, reports cond1•1on• ,· Furthrrmorr, '.\fr. l! :iger had the "Xot so Littk Thrr e'' 
lornlly :irr ,·e r_v fa,·orable . He some brush to burn, but light- eh:impion hip. 
furth,•r states that the rrops I ning et rt on fire 
nrt> bunt. "-And luck's bern ":\"ow I'm waitrng." h<' 
goo•! 1:itt>l_v. too," he wrnt on. <·ontinuNI. "for an <'!Hthquake Avis Owrns-\\' r ll, girls 
•' E lwyn Ho"·ell 's dad had to <" omr along and hake the h:iH deaner rnind than mC'n . 
some trt>rs to cut down, and I porn toe out of the ground for I Hr-Surt>, th('y rhange them 
•ltat ·ecent t>ydone c:ame along me'" oftener. 
Eston Ivey Complies---
Takes French Monicker 
)IO~TREAL - To compl~· 
wi th his father-in-law's wish 
hat th <' family nam<' be r<'r • 
pt>tu:ited, Eston he~·, Chieago 
hootlegger, yesterday ohtaint>d 
a lirens<' to marry Rebecca 
Finkles.tein. a French maiden. 
CHIMES corre pon<l<'nt upon 
their rrturn from the mar riage 
l i!' ensc bureau, and sai,I, "\Ve 
ar<' going to ll\'c happily e,·u 
after.'' 
They will go to the usual 
under the- name of Eston In~· place for t heir honeymoon-
Finklestein. ~iagara Falls. The Re,·erend 
Thr two ,,·<'re met by a Curt is Stalder will offici :i te. 
J'(c;b--'==============================="4re)t 
Lit=~ IJ 
LI"~ Tt-iA T 
S CCESS alway arouses inter-e t . Wherever young Orlando-
ans congregat e and compare notes 
the conclusion is O'enerally the 
same- Dickson-Ive i a friendly 
store and a good place to buy 
clot hes. 
And , while we 're on the subject of 
ucces , it ca t it hining glory 
on the 1929 la , - and we are 
proud of our young fr iends and 
re pectfully salute them. 
DICKSON-IVES co. 
ORA GE A VE UE, ORLA oo· 
c5 
~Z~===============================1~3' 
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A P. Rennial Senior's Diary 
, ept~mber 4-Football training i advancing with boy in good hape for the com-
mg game . The boy are i ued uniform . 
eptember 11- chool open for a new and eventful year. 
eptember 13-Regular clas e begin with everyone ready for work. 
eptember 14- fr. Park and :Mr. Walker give enthu ia tic get acquainted talk in 
a embly. 
eptember 24~An in pirational meeting is given by the Girl Re erves, plans being 
di cu ed for the chool year. 
eptember 29-The Tiger face Ocala in the fir t football game and conquer them by 
a big score. 
October 12-Girl Reserve give a upper under the tar with a lovely program fol-
lowing. 
October 13-Football pon ors are elected by varsity club. 
October 19-Tiger meet Hillsborough! The most thrilling game of the ea son. The 
Tiger hold Hillsborough down fine only losing by one touchdown after a hard-
fought game. 
October 30-Girl Re erve hold recognition ervice . 
November 3-Tigers beat Plant City 20 to 0. 
ovember 9-Seminole players pre ent " ot Quite uch a, Goo. e." 
November 13-A co turne party wa given by the Girl Re erves-lot of fun . 
November 17-0. H. cores another football victory from Gainesville. 
~ ovember 19- eminole players pre ent "For the Love of Mike"-a two act play. 
November 23-0. H. S . end the boys to Miami with a pep meeting in front of school. 
~ovember 24~he Tigers :fight a hard game in Miami, tying the score will.-'13-6. 
· ovember 27-Thanksgiving ervices are held by Girl Reserves. 
December 13-14-"Under Twenty," the Junior Class play goe with big attendance 
both nights_ 
December 21-A Chri tma program i given in chapel by Girl Reserves. Vacation 
is here! No chool for two weeks! 
January 2-Vacation is over; back to books and lesson . 
Ja.nuary 11-Basket-ball ea on i here with the first game at ,Winter Park. 
January 12-0. H. . win in basket-ball from Tavare . 
January 15-Now the teachers have fun, the Girl Reserve give a faculty frolic. The 
Dad ' Club honored the football boy with a banquet. 
January 19-The girl play basket-ball at Apopka. The boy at Lee burg. 
January 20-0. H. . boy and girl play at t. Cloud. 
January 26-Lee burg come to meet Orlando in ba ket-ball. 
February 1-Girl and boy play t. Cloud. 
February 2-Orlando play at Ocoee. 
February 7-0. H. .' debating team debate on Mu cle hoal and win 
February 8- wimming and track practice tart with pro pect , we hope, for big 
thing . The Declamation conte t i held in auditorium-France Munroe win . 
The DeLand girl play Orlando girl here. 
F ebruary 9- anford play boy in Orlando. 
February 10-The prize on the Thrift conte t are presented. 
February 13- eminole player uive an entertaining party. 
February 14--Girl Re erve give a Valentine banquet in honor of Hi-Y in chool 
cafeteria. 
February 15-Winter Park play ba ket-ball in Orlando, the girl play in DeLand. 
(Continued on page 168) 
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~here are some 
men more 
smartly dressed 
than others. 
perhaps it's 
because they 
buy from the 
leading men's shop. 
MEBANE BUICK 
COMPANY 
West Central at Railroad 
Orlando, F lorida 
'' When Better Automobiles 
Are Built, Buick Will 
Build Them'' 
' ' Where Courte y and 
1 9 S . 0 R A N G E Service Are Paramount ' ' 
. ;-
... 
BREAD :-: CAKES 
AMERICAN BAKERIES COMPANY 
t,;~======================~li& 
fiw~~IN THIS OCCASIO of the graduation of the Seniors of 
Orlando High chool the under igned members of the 
Florida State Bar Association of the Seventeenth Judicial 
Circuit extend congratulations and wish all much succe s 
in their endeavors. 
As President of the Florida 
State Bar Association 
As President of the Seven-
teenth Judicial Bar Association 
,rr.;;,,..,s:::================================~,~ 
YOU TOO 
WILL LIKE IT 
AND ----WILL BE 
PLEASED WITH THE PROM PT 
AND READY SERVICE OF ANY 
ONE OF THE STORES 
COLONIAL PHARMACY 
THREE STORES 
o. 1-1113 E . Colonial Drive . Phone 6731 
P hone 3324 
Phone 6323 
o. 2- 801 E . Washington treet 
No. 3- 225 E. South. Street . 
Free Motorcycle Delivery 
HILL LAUNDRY 
COMPANY 
Launderers 
and 
Cleaners 
Office and 
Plant 6065 
PHO ES: 
Branch 3866 
• THE SIX OBJE CT OF ROTARY 
To encourage and foster: 
( 1 ) The I dea l of er vice a t he ba is 
of all worthy enterprise. 
(2 ) High ethical tandards in busi-
nes and profe ion . 
( 3 ) The application of the Ideal of 
ervice by every Rotarian in h is 
per onal, bu ine an d community 
li fe. 
( 4 ) The development of acqua intance 
an opportun ity for ervice. 
(5 ) The recognit ion of the worthi-
ne s of all u eful occupation and 
the dignifying by each Rotarian of 
his occupation a an opportunity 
t o erve ociety. 
( 6) The advancement of under t and-
ing good-will and international 
peace through a world fellow hip 
of busine and pr ofessional men 
united in the ideal of service. 
--Orla1ido Rotary Club. 
~,~ll::I ==========:::::::::::=======================lli~J1 
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H e: " I love to kiss you in the Sum-
mertime, sweet woman. '' 
She: " How come, brother, how come? " 
He : " 'Cause I feel so cool when I 
stop.'' 
* * * 
Mary had a little lamb 
This lamb had halitosis 
And everywhere that Mary went 
The people held their noses. 
-R.J. 
* * * 
Mac McCarthy : " So Mr. 
just expelled you , huh ? What 
say to him? " 
Runt: " I congratulated him 
ing out such fine young men. " 
* * * 
Walker 
did you 
on turn-
Miss Carter : " Well , Durwood, wake 
up, aren ' t you learning anything ?" 
Durwood Young : " Oh-er, no mam . 
I've just been listening to you ." 
* * * 
Baby L. (excitedly ) : " Oh, Tot , do 
you know Boo ?" 
Tot : " Boo who ?" 
Baby L. : " Well, honey, don ' t cry, 
that's all right." 
" Ah,' ' said the Exchange Editor as he 
perused the latest number of Judge, " Life 
is like that." 
-Bean pot . 
* * * 
Grace F .: " I hope you aren ' t sick, are 
you ?" 
Leo P. Calhoun: " o , just hate to 
yawn. 
* * * 
Motor Cop: " You should have stopped 
before. Didn ' t you see me wave my hand 
at you ?" 
Eleanor Barkdull: " Yes , I did , but 
I'm not that kind of a girl. " 
* * * 
" D 'yuh smoke ?" 
ope." 
" Drink ?" 
ope. 
" Pet ?" 
" Nope. " 
" Nice weather, ain't it? " 
-Jabberwock. 
Some fool left the gate open and 
Haroum el Rashid had to walk a mile for 
a camel. 
~t;~~=======================================~j 
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DELICIOUS 
After school, 
show or dance you 
will find one of 
our sodas delicious 
AVALON 
PHARMACY 
Cor. Orange and Amel ia 
PHO E 5623 
Sty les of Tomorrow 
TO DAY 
MAKE S HOE Bun G 
A PLEASURE-
If it' s something new in shoe 
VISIT US. 
THE SHOE BOX 
12 N. ORA GE AVE UE 
EXTENDING 
T O T HE STUDENTS OF 
OR LAN DO H IGH SCHOO L 
HEA RTIEST 
CONGRATULATIONS 
PO THE COMPLETIO OF 
A OTHERS CCESSFUL YEAR 
OR LA DO E TERPRISES, I C. 
BEACHAM 
PHILLIPS 
Operating 
-AD-
BABY GRAND 
THEATRES 
GRAND 
RIALTO 
l't~~====================~~l~ 
M'~~=================================~~ 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK & 
TRUST COMPANY 
IN ORLANDO 
OFFICERS 
W. R. O' eal, 
Preside,1t 
LeRoy B. Giles, 
Vice-President 
John McCulloch, 
Vice-President 
I. L. Cook, 
Casliier 
M. E. Fox, 
Asst. Cashier 
E. Vanlandingham, 
Asst. Cashier 
''Pennies 
Make 
Dollars ' ' 
DIRECTORS 
James L. Giles, 
Chairman 
W. T. Bland, Jr. 
D. A. Cheney 
W. C. Es ington 
L. B. Fort 
L. B. Giles 
C. E. Johnson 
A. C. ~1arshall 
John IcCulloch 
J. Merle McElroy 
W. R. O' eal 
0. P. Swope 
eth Woodruff 
Learn about the magic of com-
pound intere t and how happy 
it ha made thousands of folk 
in the 
ORANGE COUNTY BUILDING 
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION 
Our host of ati fled 
customers is a guarantee 
for your confidence 
FIRST BOND AND MORTGAGE 
COMPANY 
W.R. O'Neal, President 
Orlando, F lorida 
'' Duties 
with 
Deeds '' 
Is the subject of a paper you will 
be glad to have. Call, write or 
phone us and we will end it to you. 
The Central Florida Abstract 
Title and Trust Co. 
Orlando, Fla. 
150 Rooms E LECTRIC FAN I E VERY RooM 150 Baths 
, tG'b-"=======================:::::IC.tir.;:\l~ 
SIMPLIFIED ELECTRIC 
REFRIGERATION 
The creation of Gener al 
E lect ric - the leading 
electrical r esearch or-
ganization of the world. 
• 
NeweD Electric Co. 
Phone 9648 23 South Main 
WE HAVE SERVED, 
with plea ure, the students 
of the 1928-29 school year 
and will look forward to 
serving most of you through-
out the next season . 
Orlando Public School 
Book Store 
W. H. MORRIS, Manager 
Read 
THE ORLANDO MORNING SENTINEL 
Inland Florida 's Greatest 
Newspaper 
tt~,==========================tr'Cl~l, 
Say it with flowers, Red! 
* * * Rupert: " What would be advisable for 
me to read after graduation?" 
Miss Murphy: "The 'Help Wanted' 
column." 
* * * 
" Is it so that Puss Minter has a secret 
sorrow? '' 
'' I should say so . Hasn't she told you 
about it? " 
* * * 
Al Rogero : " Darn it . I don ' t know 
which girl to take to the dance. " 
George Karel: " Why not .flip a coin? " 
Al Rogero : " I did , but it didn' t come 
out right." 
* * * 
" She's really a lot older than she 
looks. " 
" Yes, and what 's more-she looks it." 
* * * 
M iss Carter: " Did you study for your 
History test last night ?" 
Em met Peterson : " Yes, an hour and 
a half ." 
Miss Carter: " Well, the next time take 
your book home with you ; you left it on 
my desk all night." 
Young lady ( to guide in fox farm ) : 
" How often can that fox be skinned for 
his fur? " 
Guide: " Three times, madam , an y 
more than that would sort of spoil his 
temper. " 
* * * 
" Got a flat tire ?" 
" Yeah , I ran over a chicken and punc-
tured a tire on the pin feathers ." 
* * * 
Tulips on the fields 
Tulips in the park 
But the tulips we like best 
Are two lips in the dark. 
* * * 
Runt Fairfield : " Yes, mam , what time 
lS it ?" 
Miss Murphy: " Any more questions ?" 
* * * 
A sailor may have a girl in every port, 
but a college man has a girl on every 
davenport. 
-Rammer Jammer. 
* * * 
Miss Carter: " In which of his battles 
was Alexander the Great killed ?" 
E,~elyn Adams: " I think it was his 
last. 
* * * 
The Mrs. : " I wish that man was dead. " 
Chicago gunman : " Hell , Mazie, ain ' t 
told you I was on a vacation ?" 
0IVO~t:' 
t.O II ITT 
Al Rogero thinks his line is so torrid 
that he has decided to get it patented so 
that none of the other fellows can use it. 
Ho -Ho and a couple of Ha's. 
Oh . yes . Al is behind the screen . (H e 
co uldn ' t come out). 
'-<to)' 
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" The Store All Wom en Kno u;" 
The Store Beautiful 
in the City Beautiful 
118 North Orange 
DATSON DAIRIES, INC. 
~ 
Safe Pasteurized 
Dairy Products 
FORT GATLIN PHARMACY 
Drugs and Sodas 
545 N. Orange A venue, Orlando, Florida 
~ COMPLIMENTS 
ORLANDO -OF-
STEAM W. H. MOUSER & CO. 
LAUNDRY ffi 
CITRUS 
French FRUIT 
Dry 
© Cleaners 
Buyer and Marketing 
© Agent 
..... 
~-
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COMPLIMENTS 
OBoy Bread 
E7777777::::::i 
Seybold Baking Co. 
THREE THINGS MAKE A CITY-
THE RIGHT PLACE 
THE RIGHT PEOPLE 
THE RIGHT SPIRIT 
ORLANDO IS ALL OF THESE 
THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
Repre ent all phases of our community life-it is the 
clearing house for our civic, commercial and 
industrial expansion and progress. 
J. P. WILLIAMS, President C. M. GAY, Secretary 
p 
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Finest Quality 
BREAD, CAKES A D p ASTRY 
MODERN BAKERY 
Phone 
3947 
62 N. Orange 
Ave. 
Dean-Reynolds Company, 
Inc. 
HUDSON ESSEX 
MOTORCARS 
Orlando, 
"UNIFORMLY 
Florida 
BLUE 
GOOSE 
THE MEN'S SHOP 
Outfitters to Particular 
Young Men 
Two STORES 
32 South Orange 
-and-
San Juan Building 
COMPLIMENTS 
Swope Land and Investment 
Co. 
401-402 0. B. T. Bldg. 
THE BEST" 
AMERICAN FRUIT GROWERS 
lncor porated 
ORLA DO DIVISIO 
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 
,tG\)--"======================================tc.~,~ 
She : " Stanley Griffin. I've heard about 
you . What makes you so popular with 
all the girls ?" 
Stanley: " Well. you see, it ' s this way 
She (some few moments later ) : " Stan-
ley , would you mind explaining that 
all over again ?" 
r 
.I 
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When your parachute fails to 
open . be nonchalant, light a 
JJCRJ.D 
* * * 
Lindy's next non-stop record will prob-
ably be around Paul Whitman. 
* * * 
Prof. Townsend : " Well , Gerald . if you 
don't know the answer to that, what arc 
the three most popular words in a High 
School student's vocabulary?" 
Mike Norman: "I don't know. " 
Prof. Townsend: " Fine, you guessed 
it the first time.·' 
* * * 
Sandy MacIntosh had an argument with 
a taxi driver over his fare . 
Sandy ( proudly) : " Do you know 
that I am a Macln tosh? " 
Taxi driver: " I don' t care if you arc 
a brand new umbrella ; I want my dollar. " 
* * * 
" Do you know how to make a peach 
cordial? " 
"Sure, all you have to do is send her 
a box of candy." 
Billy Buice : " Say, Buster, you know 
the Petunia song ?'' 
Buster Carter : " Nope , what is it?" 
Billy: " Petunia Old Gray Bonnet with 
Blue Ribbon on It. " 
Go~~ans: 
know. 
* * * 
" This 1s my dance, ya 
Brunson: "Oh, is that so? thought 
it was the Junior-Senior Prom. " 
* * * 
Captain (frenziedly) : " All hands on 
deck; the ship's leaking !" 
Sleepy voice ( from the hold): " Aw, 
put a pan under it and come on to bed.' ' 
* * * 
Red Carruthers : " Who was that fel-
low Pan? " 
Mr. Chambliss: " He was half man and 
half goat.' ' . 
Red: " Oh, just another poor husband." 
* * * 
Helen Boyd: " Oh, gosh , I've lost my 
dog !" 
Mel Carter: " Why not advertise for 
him? " 
Helen: " Oh, you know he can't read. " 
l(f:f£P 
TliE 
CITY CU~f\ M 
" Dis guy Shakespeare ain' t so hot. I 
can ' t see wot dey rave about. His stuff 
don ' t make no sence." 
k,@p.================================~~-l, 
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GOLDSMITH 
Shoes of Distinction 
102 N. Orange Avenue 
THERE'S A jjre$tone 
Built Tire for 
EV.EBY PURSE -
We Save You Money and 
· :ft.~,C::.Serve You Better 
' ~·-:-:.:-..1;•":- --~-
THREE "S '' TIRE SERVICE 
18 Wut Central Auenue 
ORLA NDO FLORIDA 
DEMAND 
VELVET ICE CREAM 
There's None Better 
It i made with the best and fre he t 
dairy product a nd it' pasteurized a t 
the temperature the U. . Government 
r ecommend , which make i t pure enough 
for Baby to eat. 
Velvet Ice Cream i for ale at all 
leading Drug tore and Ice Cr eam di -
pen~arie in t he city. 
- Jfade by-
ORLANDO ICE & COLD 
STORAGE CO. 
714 Franklin Street 
Orlando, Fla. 
BEST WISHES FOR 
YouR FuTURE 
HARDY'S 
Acorn Sweet Shop 
817 E. Wa hington Street 
FARISS & FARISS 
Lincoln 
Orlando, Florida 
COLONIAL HARDWARE 
- for -
Fishing Tackle - Dupont Paint s 
Duco and Varnish 
J OHNSO BROS. C ROCKERY 
Shells and Am.munition 
WE DELIVER 
Colonial Hardware 
( Baxter Long) 
1107 East Colonial Drive 
~t:'b>~==============================.~ J, 
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A P. Rennial Senior's Diary 
( Continued from page 154) 
February 16-Ocoee play ba ket-ball in Orlando. 
FE-bruary 22-Holiday for the fair. The boy hold track meet and win honors. Bas-
ket-ball team plays in Tavare . 
February 23-Girl play in Jew myrna and boy at • anford . 
February 27-The Var ity Club give a picnic. 
March 1-Fir t meeting of Omicron Eta , igma National Honorary ociety for 1929. 
:\farch 5-Delegates leave for Columbia cholastic Pres Convention in Jew York 
City . 
~larch 8-Tiger Tale win econd place in ational Convention. 
)larch 13-Varsity Club initiate new members into society. 
)farch 15- n intere ting play, "The Lottery :Man," is pre ented by the ophomore 
Clas . Baseball eason starts. Orlando plays Lakeview at ·winter Garden. 
)larch 16-0. H . S. wins from Clermont in baseball. 
:;\larch 22-Col. Huang, the Chinese Lindbergh, speaks in auditorium. The Glee Clubs 
leave for mu. ic contest in Ocala. Orlando ·wins in baseball from Apopka. 
:;\farch 23-The Glee Club conte t in Ocala. 
)Jarch 27-Debut of Golden Quill, official organ of local Chapter of Quill and . croll. 
)larch 29-Miss Everett announces po t er conte t with $5 prize in view. Orlando 
wins from Clermont in ha eball with a large score. Girl Re erve gin Easter 
Program. The , oro is Club . ing delightful number in as. embly. 
~farch 30-Orlando plays ha eball in Mt. Verde. 
April 2-Orlando plays eminole. 
April 5-Orlando plays Lakeview in Orlando. 
April 6-Day tona and Orlando meet in ba seball. 
April 9-Orlanclo plays eminole in anford. 
April 10-"Zander-Gump Wedding" i pre ented. 
April 12-13-Track meet at Gaine ville. Orlando fights N ew myrna in ba eball. 
Daytona at Daytona. 
April 19-Ba eball-Ocoee v . Orlando. 
April 20-Baseball- ew myrna vs. Orlando. 
April 27-Ba eball- 1t. Verde vs. Orlando . 
. May 3-Ba eball-Ocoee vs. Orlando in Ocoee. 
~lay 4- tate wimming meet at Rollin . 
May 10-Mother ' Day in 0. H. 
May 21--Girl Re erve "Goodby" program. 
:May 26-Baccalaureate ervice . 
fay 27-Beginning of la t week of chool. enior class night. 
May 29- enior cla s play " Merton of the Movies." 
fay 31-Graduation, "Farewell to Thee." 
~'~=====================================::t."I ~l~ 
Shoes R epaired While You Wait L O U I S 
HANSON'S Ladies' Ready-to-Wear, Inc. 
Electric Shoe Repairing 
27 E. Pine St. Orlando, Fla. 
~ 
JOHN A. LONG 
The Annual Pooh-Bah 
ATLANT A, GE ORGIA 
Every 
bottle 
sterilized 
C ome , visit o u r 
plant. Note h ow 
clean it is. See the 
many operations 
that s terilize the 
bottles and seal i n 
the goodness. 
11!5B 
ORLANDO COCA-COLA 
BOTTLING CO. 
138 orth Orange Avenue 
Jeff er on Court Building 
UNDERWOOD'S 
NEW MACHINES AND 
HIGH CLASS RENTALS 
(Special Rates to Students) 
Phone 5877 Orlando, Fla. 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF THE 
ORLANDO KIWANIS 
CLUB 
tit~;,i:◄ ==== ==== ============ =====·~ l°' 
H s o y of O la do 
(Continued from Page 100) 
Water and Light company, operating water , electric, gas and light plants. For 
years served as trustee for Rollins college, was one of the most brilliant lawyers 
in the state , whose death in 1922 was a distinct loss to the city, county , and 
state. 
From the little one room church and school have grown the 16 places of 
worship , for Orlando is famed as a church going town , and the 6 commodious 
schools. 
One has but to choose-three large grammar schools , an enormous new 
high school! Cathedral, a boarding school for girls, and St. Joseph's Academy, 
the convent , and only 5 miles away is Rollins, the oldest college in the state , 
founded in 1885. 
Educationally, Orlando ranks with the highest in the state. Orange County 
was one of the first and has remained one of the foremost good roads boosters 
in the state. 
In fact the first good roads congress was held here in 1897, under the 
auspices of the Orlando Board of Trade and was attended by delegates not only 
from all sections of the U. S. but Europe as well. 
Orlando is as the hub of the wheel , with good roads , the spokes, radiating 
in every direction. First came the clay and marl streets and roads and later 
the brick and with the advent of the auto , residents of the surrounding country 
are brought within easy shopping distance. 
This, together with the natural beauty and healthfulness of its location , 
the public spirit and enterprise of its citizens the harmony with which they 
usually work together for the common good-the interest outside capital has 
and is taking in the developments in the city are all factors in its growth. 
But after all these things only supplement the greatest factor in the growth 
of the city, which is the prosperous back country which lies around it . To 
those who doubt this statement and say it is due solely to its progressive citi-
zenry-and we would not under value that which comes second in the upbuild-
ing of any community. We can only refer them to the lean years following 
the freeze of 94-95 when the town was practically dead , when property values 
were unbelievably low to the steady growth of years as the surrounding coun-
try has developed till today Orlando is said to be the largest shipping point 
for citrus fruits in the state. 
We hear much of the phenomenal rise of property values in the city. How 
many of us know that they are proportionately great in the county, that land 
which sold ten years ago for $10 per acre now brings as much as $15 0 unde-
veloped, and the records show one truck farm for which the owner has refused 
$3 ,000 per acre. 
The history of this city and county is the history of other towns and coun-
ties in the section of the state. 
Favorably situated in the semi-tropical portion of the state with rich lands 
suitable for the cultivation of the money making fruits and vegetables , enables 
most of us to have enough and to spare for the comforts, with time for the 
development of the highest things of life . Books, clubs, music, with perhaps 
a deeper insight into the affairs of the day than might be found in the poorer 
sections of the state. 
Among those Orlando is proud to claim might be mentioned our former 
(Continued on Page 172 ) 
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Hardware and Sporting Goods 
Wholesale and Retail 
Joseph Bumby Hardware Co. 
E t abli bed in Orlando in 1 6 
129 . Orange Avenue 
EMRICH'S 
Orlando Pharmacy 
Licensed by the 
State Boa.rd of Health 
Competent R egistered Pharmacists 
Always in attendance 
33 W. Church St., Opp. Boone St. 
SLATER-SCOTT 
GOW : WRAP 
SPORT CLOTHES 
20 orth Orange Avenue 
an Juan Hotel 
I I I e • I I ■ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
DI Tl CT/VE PORTRAITS BY 
LEO W. FALLS 
18 W. Pine t., Orlando 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I e e I I I I I ■ ■..........., 
peaking fo r 
COLE, The Jeweler 
COMPLIME TS 
-OF-
Lake Avalon 
Groves 
18 Wall treet 
Orlando, Florida 
" Turning Sunshine into Gold" 
~,~============================-~3~ 
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History of Orlando 
(Continued from Page 170) 
secretary of war , Mr. John W. Weeks, who was a surveyor under Mr. 
friers and was at one time chief of our fire department. 
And Mr. Norman Robinson, brother of Mrs. S. A. Robinson, who 
was one of the first professors of natural science at Rollins, was state chem-
ist , which office he most ably :filled, and was a scientist of world fame . 
Celia Solomon is making a name for herself as a pianist and makes her 
debut as a concert pianist at the Sorosis house some time this winter. 
Jessie Pedrick, a graduate of Orlando High School , is a daughter of 
which Orlando is proud for she is a musician of great talent and has 
recently had the honor of receiving a scholarship for a winter 's study of 
music given her through the high recommendation of her teacher , Ernest 
Hutchinson . 
Another widely known and greatly admired artist that we are proud to 
claim, is the poet, Victor Starbuck, who has a keen insight into the hearts 
of men, which makes his poems a joy and inspiration to all who read 
them. 
Bishop Atkins said in a sermon a few years ago, that he always felt a 
deep pity mingled with admiration and an earnest desire to help those born 
on a lower social plane who desired to elevate themselves into the circle of 
the elite . He being born at the very pinnacle of society structure, in a 
Methodist parsonage. I think we native Floridians have much the same 
feeling for those less fortunate who were born outside of its borders . 
Pity that they were not one of the elect . Admiration that they are 
doing all possible to overcome this handicap, and an earnest desire to adopt 
them into our family , until like Rosalind they exclaim, 'Tll tell the Aliena 
I can not be out of the sight of Orlando." 
We a.re contributing $18.00 
to this a.nnua.l with the dis-
tinct understanding that Flori-
da Press, Inc., will be allowed 
the courtesy of a final bid on 
final specifications of the an-
nual for 1930. We contributed 
in 1927, but did NOT in 1928, 
will we in 1930? 
ie.-.1======================== ========:::ti~~~ 
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Lewis - Chitty Consolidated 
Distributors of 
OVERSEA FOOD 
PRODUCTS 
Orlando, Florida 
O'Neal-Branch Company 
i)~ 
Decorations, Favors, Tags 
Booksellers and Stationers 
39 Ea t Pine Street 
COMPLIMENTS 
V. T. POWE 
Florida Fruits and Vegetables 
The picture shows that the students a re back of Las Mcmorias. The advertisers have 
shown that they are back of Las Memorias by their ads being here. What bet te r su pport 
could a staff wish for? T o these two loyal groups the Staff wishes to ex press their 
sincere thanks . 
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Mr. Townsend : 
born ?" 
" Where were you 
Emma Polzer: " In Germany." 
Mr. Townsend : " Germany? What 
part ?" 
Emma Polzer: " Why all of me, of 
co urse . 
* * * 
The Kin~ of Italy has his picture taken 
especially for LAS MEM0RIAS. 
* * * 
Otto B. Shott , noted author in a sen-
timental mood says there is nothing more 
pathetic than a horse fly on an auto 
radiator. 
* * * 
Who can singe and dance. 
-Ad. in Hartford Courant. 
Gordon D.: " You ' re just like an 
aeroplane.'' 
Tommy K.: " Why ? 'Cause I'm a 
high flyer? " 
Gordon D.: o , because you ' re no 
use on earth ." 
* * * 
Mr. Chambliss: " Compare the adjec-
tive ill , John." 
John Harris : " Ill , sicker, dead.'' 
* * * 
Alice Mann: "There are several things 
can always count on." 
Evelyn Adams: " What for instance ?" 
Alice Mann : " My fingers.' ' 
* * * 
Young lady: " You see, Uncle , I use 
the dumb-bells to get color in my face ." 
Uncle: " I see . Well. that's better than 
using color on your face to get the dumb -
bells. " 
* * * 
Miss Mier says one man's fish is an -
other man's poison. 
Well. French students? 
* * * 
Yes , Chetwynd , Horatius 1s a famous 
man who excelled at bridge. 
* * * 
? 
Prof: " What lSS wrong wiss zee 
brushes ! 
Pupil: 
the box so 
" They was too long to go in 
I cut the hairs off .'' 
* * * 
Old man Kickladder of Las Vegas says, 
" Yes sir, we got a wonderful climate. 
Our temperature averages 70 ° . Yes sir, 
20 ° below zero in the winter and 130° 
in the summer. " 
* * * 
There was a young man who never 
could get his mind out of the gutter, so 
whenever it rained be got water on the 
brain. 
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B. & R. STORAGE, GARAGE ~ " Quality for Orer Half a Century" 
Walk-Over Shoes 
and Ho iery 
ee ·tyle that you will 
like in the newe t of foot-
.v ar at the 
WALK-OVER BOOT SHOP 
an Juan Hotel Building 
l llustrations in the annual are 
from photos by 
THE ROBINSON STUDIO 
Room -4 Watkin BldO'. 
10 E. Pine treet 
Phone 4261 
For 
Service and Quality 
- CALL-
POINSETTIA 
ICE CREAM CO. 
-for-
ICE CREAM 
MILK 
CREAM 
BUTTERMILK 
Pasteurized Products 
420 Boone ,.., t. 
6196 Phone 8231 
GA : OIL 
TORAGE 
WE NEVER CLOSE 
70-74 W. entral 
Phone 4341 
COMPLIME TS 
Walter W, Rose Investment 
Co. 
REALTOR 
FUNERAL HOMES 
Eiselstein 
Bros. 
ORLA DO 
Phone 8040 
T. CLOUD 
Phone 60 
.. Service measured not by 
gold but by the golden rule 
lt.\?.t===========~===========~~c:~ 
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r o - n A Y Brown Printing Company 
Bu y hou . ewive no longer " hop 
around" for food for they have 
found a r eliable grocer in 
JOHN F. EMPIE 
10 E. Church 
PHO E 5189 
H ERE THE YOUNGER SET HOLD THEIR MOST 
SUCCESSFUL DANCES . 
SAN JUAN 
HOTEL 
CAREY HAND 
Phone 
4181 
fore people ride_ on Goodyear 
tire than on any other 
kind. 
SANDERSON-DIGGES CO. 
~ orth range at Robin on 
PHO E 4823 
33 Ea t Church treet 
FAST, 
DEPENDABLE 
PRINTING 
SERVICE 
Finley Pioneer Paint 
Company 
Finest Paints and Varnishes 
Wall Paper 
63 E. Pine St. Phone 3348 
Orlando, Fla. 
Evans Rex Drug Co . . 
and 
San Juan Pharmacy 
Orange A venue 
We Appreciate Your Business 
Quality Merchandise 
At Popular Prices 
WALDORF CLOTHING CO. 
''THO, E BEROF,R BOY " 
Comer Orange and Church 
j~ _(, 
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TAILORED CLOTHES CAWTHON HARDWARE 
n inve tment in good appearance 
BASIL ROBERTSON 
"Clothes Tailored to Measure" 
Successor to A. W. " Bill" 
Brennan & Son 
122 o. Orange 
" AY IT WITH FLOWERS" 
CARUTHERS 
VIOLET DELL FLORIST 
San Juan Hotel Building 
Phone 4434 
COMPLIMENTS 
-OF-
Murpby Construction Co. 
GE ERALCO TRACTORS 
and 
Manufacturer of Concrete 
Product 
COOPER'S MUSIC STORE 
HEAR 
The World's Best Music 
on 
THE BRU WICK 
112 . Orange 
co. 
SPORTING GOODS and 
FI HI G TACKLE 
Phone 
6363 
150 . Orange 
Ave. 
New York Hat Cleaning and 
Shoe Shine Parlor 
We Clean and Block All Kinds 
of Hats 
120 . Orange Avenue 
John N. Bravo , Prop. 
All Work Guaranteed 
COMPLIMENTS 
)J 
·, 
A 
·" THE R. G. COFFMAN CO., Inc. 
"TWE TY ACRE 
A D PLE TY" 
Write for Free Book Telling 
Truth About Florida 
Sylvester E. Wilson 
Land Co. 
Franklin O. King, General Mgr. i 
~L~ll::========================t."I ~3~ 
"The Moving Finger writes; and having writ, 
Moves on: nor all your Piety or Wit 
Shall lure it back to cancel half a Line 
Nor all your Tears wash out a Word of it." 
1: 
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